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ABSTRACT 
1-fUBERTA CORAZON THIAM COZART 
ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON INCIDENCE OF FALLS 
fN THE HOSPITAL lZED ELDERLY 
DECEMBER 2009 
TI1c aim of this experimental study was to measme the effectiveness of a primary 
rrcvenlion environmental fall intervention using a Fall Prevention Room (FPR) to reduce 
falls in an inpatient setting. FPRs were equipped with various fall prevention devices 
including; low beds. shower mats, non-skid double sided socks. non-skid slippers, quick-
drying non-skid shower s lippers. floor cushions. hipsters~ and bed alarms. The study 
employed a two-group randomized block des ign that examined the difference in the 
proport ion of falls between the experimental and control groups. The sample was drawn 
from hospitalized patients . aged 50 or older housed in a combined neurology and 
rehabilitation uniL who scored 45 and greater on the Morse Fall ScaJe, and were 
considered at high risk tor faJLing. One hundred twenty pmiicipants were conveniently 
recrui ted. I ll pa rticipants consented, 64 participants (58%) completed the study, and 
forty-seven (42 %) partic ipants were lost to early discharge or transfer. Instruments used 
included aJl Equipment Satety Checklist, a Hospital Fall Incident Reporr Form, and 
patient self-report of fall s. Findings revealed that parlic.ipants were primarily male (97%), 
while (56%). or black (38%). with a mean age of64 yem·s (SD = 8.69). There were a total 
of four fallers among the 64 pmticipants. One was in the experimental group and thTee 
Vll 
\Vcrc in the contro l group. A one-tailed Fishe r's Exact Test revealed no differences 
between the two groups in the proportion of falls (p = .306. N = 6.f., p < .05). Lack of 
s igniticancc can be largely attributed to the small percentage of fallers in the sample . The 
s tudy needs to be replicated with a larger sample to determine whether this environmental 
inte rvention is indeed effective at reducing fall rates. FPR may yet facilitate achievement 
o rthe ninth goa l of The Joint Commissio n namely, to '·reduce the risk of patient hann 
resulting from la lls"' and achievement of H ealthy People 2010, 15th goal namely, to 
.. reduce death from fa1Js ... 
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CHAPTER T 
fNTRODUCTION 
The repertoire ofvarying fa ll prevention modalities and the escalating cost of 
med ica l injuries and lega l liabilities resulting from fall incidents demanded practical and 
c ritical strategies for primary prevention intervention. An enviromnental prescription 
called a ·'Fall Prevention Room" (FPR) was a teclmological and evidence-based 
innovation that add ressed quality care, improvement of the patient's quality oflife and 
cost containment in the hospital setting. The ninth patient safety goal for hospitals stated 
by Th~ Jo inL Comm iss ion (2008) is to ·' red uce the risk ofpatient hann resulting from 
tail s ·' (p. l ). fostering pa t ient safety through environmental manipulation and a ptimary 
p revention intervention addressed this goal. Tills intervention also addressed the 15111 
locus area of Ileal thy Peo ple 201 0 (2009) w ith a goal to '·reduce injuries, disabili ties, and 
deaths due to unintentio na l injllli es and violence .. (p. 3) along w ith a secondary objective 
w hic h is to ··reduce death from fal ls·'. (p. 28). 
Problem of Study 
The researc h problem identified for this study was: How effect ive is a structured 
e nvironmental interventi on that utilized rPRs at reducing unanticipated fall s among 
elde rl y hospitalized patie nts. who were at high risk for falls in an acute care Veterans 
1\ ffairs (VA) facility? 
l 
Rationale for the Study 
A ·'Jongeyj ty revolution'' is occutTing in the country. T he latest United States 
Depar1ment of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDC) (2009) report projects that in the year 2030, the geriatric p opulation will surge to 
an es ti mated 70 million seniors. The geriatric boom will have an adverse consequentia l 
effect on economic costs, medical care. ow·sing services, and public health programs. 
Among the adverse effects of aging, include fall s and subsequent hospitalization due to 
inju ries incuJTed from the fall event itself. 
The incidence of fa lls among older Am ericans is troubling. T he CDC (2009) 
reports that an estimated 33 %of the geriatric population 1all annually. A physiological 
and unanticipated or accidental fall is considered an "adverse event" (Consictine & Botti . 
2004. p. 21) in acute care settings and 62% of these adverse events are caused by falls 
(Carson & Cook. 2000). T he CDC (2009) also c ites that unintentional fa lls trigger the 
foremost reason lbr 14, 900 traumat ic deaths in those aged 65 and older. Moreover. about 
1.8 m iJiion older Americans have sought emergent care from associated trauma caused 
by fa lls and greater rhan 433.000 ofll1ese cases have eventually n eeded further 
confinement (CDC. 2009). 
Among non-fatal injuries, hjp fracture is the leading cause, and commonly the 
most serious type of fal l- related inj m·y in the e lderly. Albeit, Hwang ( 1999) asserts that 
the aging population is prone to developing approximately 87% of all fractures due to 
accidental falls. The National Center for Health Statistics (NCI-IS) (2008) reported well 
2 
over 3~0. 000 cases of hip fractures in hospital admissions in 2004. Consequently. older 
adu lts admitted for hip fractures were unable to revert to their previous independent 
condition and dwelling place (Hwang. 1999). Moreover, Jager and associates (2000) posit 
tha t traumatic brain injwy in the elderly is primarily from accidental fa lls and. resulted in 
a 46% fatality rate in 2000 (Stevens Corso, Finkelstein, & Miller, 2006). 
Salgado and colleagues (2004) contend that in medical institutions, falls occur 
primari ly in geriatric units with medical and s urgical units close behind. In-patient 
hospital falls as reported ranged from 2-12 per 1 .000 bed days of care (BDOC) (Kimbell, 
2002; llitcho et aL, 2004). The American Geriatrics Society (AGS) (2001) cites that 
accidental tails in hospitals is nearly threefold as compared to residential falls among age 
65 and o lder adults. 
Fifty percent of fa lls in the hospitalized elderly occurred during toileting activ ities 
s uc h as going to the bathroom (37 %) or transfe tTing from p01table commode back to the 
bed (6 %) (Hitcho ct a l. , 2004) Additional ly, hospitalized in-patient fal lers (29 %) used 
am bulatory equipment at home prior to admi ssion. but were not using any assistive 
apparatus at time of falling. Most notably, the same group (Hitcho eta!. 2004) cited that 
79% or fa lls arc un-assisted and 85% transpired in hospital rooms during late afternoon 
(59%). 
Accidental fall s and fall-related ill effects painted quite a daunting picture for the 
e lderl y particularly among aging mi litary veterans. ln 2006, Quigley, Palacios, and 
Spehar conducted a prevalence study about war veterans ' propensity for falls. Among its 
3 
findings included the aging statistics tor veterans. wh ich were 25 % higher than non-
military population. Of critical importance was the finding that institut ionalized elderly 
vete rans scored at an increased-risk for predictable accidental faJis, pm1icularJy in acute 
care. intensive care. or clrronic care settings. ln a 2005 retrospective survey of VA 
Ambulatory Events Database, the Luther gro up reported an estimated quadruple increase 
o f outpa tient care utilization by veterans due to fal l-related problems. Veteran 
demographics showed 65 and older years of age presented to the emergent care setting 
w ith muiLipJe co-morbidities. Although initia l care was rendered in the Emergency Units 
o r A mbulatory Clinics. the resulting injuries su sta ined n·om falls continued on to other 
health care services such as the operating theater and rehabilitation department. 
Fall also played a larger ro le in med ical expenditures in the elderly. Findorff 
Wyman. ) man. and Croghan (2007) stuu ied the direct medical care expenditure of a fall 
inc ident with a price tag rang ing from$ 63 to$ 85,984. The average cost of an injury-
related fa ll occurrence is$ 6,606 with a med ia n cost of$ 658. Stevens and colleagues 
(2006) reported an even more portentous health care expenditure of $ 179 million for 
Jcaths due to falls ami $ 19 billion for Jail -rela ted trauma in 2000. 
Major studies had found that £a ll incidents could be substantially lowered by 
initiating and implementing various modalities for faJI reduction (Chang et aJ.. 2004~ 
1 laines, Benne!. Osborne, & HiiJ , 2004). According to C lose and colleagues. 
( J 999) environmental a lte ration could sign ificantly reduce falls in acute care settings. 
I Jowevcr, there existed a healtJ1y controversy in regards to a sing le intervention versus a 
4 
mu lti-layered program tor fa ll prevention (Tinetti. 2003). Likewise, trials that examined 
envi ronmental prescriptions had sparse samples. problematic designs. and yielded no 
profound difference in the resul ts (Eagle et a l. , I 999; Fischer et a l.. 2005: Haines et a l. , 
2004 ): Vassallo et aL, 2004). 
On the other hand, studies that recru ited a larger number of participants had a lso 
fa red poorly in reinforcing environmenta l intervention singula rly as a valid and reliable 
Ia! I reduction modality ( Healey, Monro, Cockram & Heseltine, 2004; Close et al., I 999; 
Sattin ct a!.. 1998; Vassallo et al., 2004). However, as one dimens ion of a multi-factorial 
ta ll prevention program, individual elemenLs of envi ronmental modification have 
tentatively supported dim inution of fall rates in elderl y hospitalized patients (Cumming, 
2002: Gillespie et aL 2002; Lane. 1999). 
While an ex traord inary number of studjes had been conducted in regards to 
inc idence or fa ll s and pro tocols to prevent falls ta rgeting intrinsic and extrinsic ri sk 
factors, the FPR in itS totality bad not been examined independently. A causal 
re lationship between FPR - a specific environmenta l prescription. and reduction ofthe 
number of falls in acute settings among high-risk for faJI elderly patients had not been 
identified in Lhc literature. Thus. this study examined whether specialized tall preven tion 
rooms affected the number of fall s in elderly pat ients admitted in a m edical-surgical unit 
at a U.S. VA hospital. 
5 
Theoretical Framework 
Neuman System 's Model (NSM ) provided the theoretical fo undation for this 
inves tigation. NSM focuses on the integri ty and stability of the whole system of interest 
as it in teracts with the environment. This model defines health as optimal client system 
stability or the best possible we1Jness state at any given time (Neuman & Fawcett, 2002). 
According to Neuman and Fawcett (2002), '~A system acts as a bo undary fo r a single 
cl ienl. a group, and even a nwnber of groups. The client system interacting with the 
e n vironment delineates the domain of nursing concern'' (p. 3). The core component of the 
system consists of the basic structure and energy resources that a re surrounded by three 
c ri tical li nes, ca lled the line of resistance, nonnal line of defense, and flexible line of 
dctense methodically arranged in a concentri c c ircle. A t the innermost center of the core 
i the c lient of interest that is in a relationship continuum with sunounding environm ental 
fac to rs !hal may potenti a lly cause a health problem due to stress inle:raction, or may 
actually incur critical adverse manifestations, or could even infl uence the system's 
recovery post-treatment phase. The lines of resistance and the notmal line of defense in 
syne rgy with tbc system ·s ho listic factors, (physiological, psycho logical, socio-cultural, 
deve lopmental. and sp iritual) control the cl ient>s responses to stressors (Figure I). 
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1·/gure I . Neuman Systems Model or urs ing by Betty Neuman. 2005. From euman 
S) s tems Model Trus tee Inc .. http://ncuman systcmsmode.org//NSMdocs/nsm 
powerpoint_ovcrvicw.htm. Repri nted with pcm1ission. 
McEwen and W ills (2002) identi fied the NS M as ··prescriptive in nature·' (p. l 44). 
rhi s s tudy prescribed an e n vironmental modification- the FPR. The FPR was utilized as 
an e nvironmenta l intervention in alleviating accidental falls in hospital settings. The 
relat ionsh ip that was examined in this study was the extemaJ environmental influence . 
represented by the FPR. as a primary prevent ion intervention that affected the cl ient as a 
system, fi·om its basic s tructure to its lines o f res is tance and two Jines of defense (fl exib le 
a nd nom1a l). 
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The physiological variable might be the most vulnerable domain that would be 
a ffected by falls and related injuries that might ensue. The human body mjght show 
actual signs of trauma sustained from a fall event that could be labeled as a stTessor. 
Neuman (2002) delined a stressor as "any en viromnental force which can potentially 
affect the stability of the system'' (p. 17). ln this instance, the envirorunental stressor was 
the unanticipated accide ntal iaJl event that originated fTom the patient's admission to the 
hospi tal. It can be identified as an external environmental stressor contributing to falls as 
o pposed to the internal environment 0 r the patient. 
The nexible line of defense is described as an ''outer, broken circle surrounding 
the normal (so lid) line of defense and acts as a pro tective buf1er system for the client's 
nom1aJ or stab le state'' (Neuman & Fawcett. 2002. p. 17). The FPR represented the 
llcx ib lc line or defense through its role as an environmental protect ive buffer Cor fall 
hazards in the hospitalized patient to protect the nonnal line of defense. A fall event 
might act as a "single s tressor that had the potential for reducing the effectiveness of this 
butTer system'· (Neuman & Fawcett. 2002, p. L 7). which could then penetrate t.he nom1al 
line of defense. and subsequently, acti vate the lines of resistance to stabilize or de-
stabil ize the system·s core integri ty. Accord ingly, wben the patient's core integrity was 
compromised by a fall event and faJJ-re1ated injury that might ensue. nursing 
interventions were planned to return the basic s truct11re to optima l wellness. The goal of 
nursing in NSM is to assist the ma~imum level of health through "retention. attainment, 
or maintenance of client system stability" (Netunan & Fawcett 2002, p . 3). The system ·s 
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s lability was represented by the incidence or falls that were prevented from occun·ing . 
Thus. us ing the f-PR as a flexible fine of dej{mse in conjunction with primmy prevention 
intenention against accidental falls and fall-re lated injLUies, representing the extemal 
environmental stressor.~· within the NSM framework would provide tl1e system's stability 
or lt'eflness by reducing incidence of fa ll s as exemplified by the normal lines ofdefense 
a nd lines ofresistance, and is congruent wilh thi s study. 
Assumptions 
The following assumptions are relevant to tbis investigation and were drawn from 
the assumptions posited by Neuman in theN M (McEwen & WiJls, 2002): 
I . Each cl ient/clicnt system has evolved a no rmal range of responses to tlle environment 
that is referred to as normal line of defense. The normal line of defense can be used as 
a swndard from which to measure health dev iation (p. 156). 
Primary pr~venti on relates to general knowledge that is applied in client assessment 
and intervention, in identification and reduction or mitigation of possible or actual 
ri sk factors associated with environmenta l stressors to prevent possible reaction 
(p. 156). 
3. When the flexible line of defense is no longer capable of protecting the client//c lient 
sys tem against an environmental stressor. the stressor breaks through the nom1al line 
of de fense (p. 156). 
Hypothesis 
The following hypothesis was fom1ulated for tl1is study : 
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Hospiral ized patients, age 50 or older who scored greater than 45 on the Morse 
Fall Scale (M FS) will re port lower fa ll s during a seven-day hospita l stay when assigned 
to a Fall Prevention Room (FPR) than comparable hospitalized patients assigned to a 
rcgLtlar room (RR). 
Defin.i tion ofTem1s 
The to llowing key terms were defined for the purposes of this investigation: 
I. Fall: '·Los. of uprig ht position that results in landing on the tl oor, ground or an o bject 
or fu rniture or as a sudden, uncontrolled, un intentionaL non-purposefuL downward 
d isplacement of body to tbe floor or ground and/or hitting another object li ke chair or 
s tajr. This does NOT incl ude patients assisted safely to a lower surface by another 
ind ividual ... (Michael E. DeBakey Veterans Affairs Medical Center. (2002). Fall 
Prevemivn and Management Standard of Care. Houston, TX, p . 1 ). FaU was 
operationally de tin ed as a calculated score of the number of ta lls sustained and 
gathered from patient self-report and interv iew conducted once daily by the princ ipal 
investigator and cor roborated by subseq uen t documentation of a hospital fall incident 
report generated by the staff whenever a tall occurTed within the unit. 
2. Fall Prevention Room (FPR): A ''portion of space within a building or other 
structure. separated by walls or parti tions from o1J1er pat1s·' (Random House 
Webster's Unabridged D ictionary, I 998, p . 1 670), allocated to prevent fall events. 
Fall Prevention Room was operationally defi ned as the ca lcu lated score of 51 
e nvironmemaJ fall prevention medical devices and equjpments condensed into the 
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Equipment Safety Checklist (ESC) from the Falls Toolkit of the U .S. Department of 
Veterans AJfairs. National Center for Patient Safety (1 CPS) (2004) (see Appendix 
A I). The environmental faJ I prevention elements contained in the ESC were 
assembled from Morse ( 1997) and BRODA' s maintenance manual (BRODA, n.d.). 
3. Hospital Stay: The first seven days of hospitalization counted from the date of 
admission. regardless of what time of day or night the patient was admitted into the 
study unit. This was measured by bed days of stay (BDOC); one day was equivalent 
to 1-24 hours, or one week was equivalent to seven days. 
-+. Morse Fall Scale (A1FS): A screening instrument that assesses a pati ent's 
vulnerabi lity fo r fall s scored in varyi ng degrees namely; low, medium, and high 
(Morse. 1997). It is a quick ~md easy estimate of a patient's risk of falling as scored 
by six variables used widely in acute care settings, both in the hospital and long-tenn 
CCJn.: inpatient settings . This was used to determine participant eligibil ity for high-risk 
(scored as 45 and over) for falls in this s tudy. 
Limitations 
There an~ theoretical and design limits of this investigation includ ing: 
I . Generalizability of the findings is limited by inclusion and exclusion criteria of the 
study. 
'> The follow-up period of seven days might have limited the effects of hospitalization, 
e ither for short or lo ng-tem1 effects on the inc idence of fa ll s. 
3. Measurement effects might have influenced the study, in particular - the screening 
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instrument (MFS) might inadvertent ly become a type of fall intervention tor the 
patients at high-ri sk for fa lls that might s ubsequently influence the pruticipants to 
fee] heightened awru·eness for their propensity for fa ll ing and thus, mjgbt contribute 
to the potential benef.its and effectiveness of the FPR. 
4. O ther threats migh t have biased this study su ch as, expectru1cy effects (Hawthorne 
effect) and novelty effects. The physica l in1iastructure of a FPR might be viewed as a 
technical innovation clue to its evidence-based design. and could possibly provide a 
fa lse sense of fal l security ru1d safety fo r partic ipants and hospital personnel. 
Addi tionally. the s taff might be fo rewarned and very likely migh t give preferentia l 
treatment to those they had identified as hjgb-risk tor fall s upon ini tial fa ll assessment 
us ing the MFS. and thus, would be inclined to oiler timely assi stance tor toilet ing or 
transler act ivities. which would subsequently red uce the li kelihood of Jail occurrences. 
Finally. experimenter effects might have presented a threat. There weTe two other 
data collectors along w ith the principal investigator: namely. an expe1i enced case 
manager who had done quality improvement on hospital fa ll prevention. and an eminent 
clinical researcher with fall prevention expertise. 
Summary 
Jncidencc of fall s in the acute care setting p resents a con tinuing dilemma for 
beds ide cli nic ians, risk management, stafiing, and administration even as the aging 
population escalates in hospi ta l admissions along with various co-morbidities of medical 
condi tions and acu ity of patient illness. An evidence-based design of a fall prevention 
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ro m m ight provide promise to prevent acc idental falls and mitigate fall-related inj uries, 
a lo ng with consequent economic, health-care, social , and judic ia l costs. Evidence-based 
fa ll prevention modalities had been initiated and practiced in varying degrees of success 
and effectiveness. that could trim down the human, fiscaL medica l. and structural 
physical resources of the nation as well as the gr eater global health care industry. 
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CHAPTER T1 
REVIEW OF L ITERATURE 
This chapter evaluates, swnmarizes, and synthesizes a pleth ora of publications 
about the state of the sc ience on fail incidence and fa ll preventive strategies in the 
hospitalized elderly pati ents. A comprehensive review of unintent ional or accidental falls 
and fa ll prevention publications was conducted us ing electronic keyword and Boolean 
carch techniques as we ll as manual strategies. Multiple nursing. m edicine, and 
physiotherapy databases were electronically searched. Databases that were accessed 
inc luded Web ofSciencc, MedLine, Cumulative Index to Nursing and AJlied Health 
(ClNAIIL). On-line Dissertations, ERIC, Physiotherapy/PEDro. Ullicb·s, and Cochrane. 
Journal articles in 2008 and 2009 unavailable electronically were manuaJly 
extracted. The reference lists of articles were a lso reviewed to obtain additional 
manuscripts that did not surface upon initial. computerized exploraUon. Keywords used 
\.\ere based on the critical variables of the study and included; elderly. aged, older, 
mi litary veterans. and ger iatric for the target population. For the study setting, keywords 
included hospital. medical, a nd geriattic units, as well as, acute and lo.ng-temJ care 
settings. For the dependent variable, keywords used were accidenta.l fal ls, unintentional 
ralls. fa ll incidence. fa ll rates, and hospital falls. K eywords used for the study 
intervention were fa iJ prevent ion, fall reduction, and fall safety. Research focusing on 
cnviro1m1ental sa lcty dev ices and medical equipment commonly used in the acute care 
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setting was also sw-veyed. Keywords used included: a) medical equipment. such as low-
beds, bedrails, bed alam1s, grab bars, bed side tables, geti -chair, hipsters, non-skid socks, 
fall-a lert sign: b) ambulatory or assistive devices, such as wheelchairs, scooters, walkers, 
or canes; and c) structural e lements, such as n on-skid t]oorings, noor waxes, t1oor 
cushjons. ba tfu·oom mats, or lighting. Addition a l searches were conducted using the 
following terms; environmental fa ll hazards and fall r isk factors. Truncations and 
Boolean words were also used in the search process. Limitations for the search were 
specified as; English for language, time span ranged from 1985-2009 human participants 
of both genders, aged: 50 plus years clinical trials, full-text articles, and meta-analyses. 
Research on incidence of fa ll s and fa ll prevention is not exactly virgin territoty. 
Due to the magnitude of published literature on accidental falls and/or fall prevention 
programs, requisite inclus ion criteria for this paper were further del ineated to include fal l 
studies in hospital settings in the U.S. and in oth er countries with older adul t participants 
treated with multiple composi te of environmental approaches for fall prevention. The 
autho r made critical dec is ions and selections l"or this review by focusing on the relevance, 
assoc ia tion, and congruency o f the articles in rela tio n to the independent variable, 
environmental safety designs in particular - tJ1e in -patient's room and adjoinjng 
bathroom. fa ll even ts. hospita l setting, and geri atTjc p opulation for this investigation. 
The I iteralw-e review commenced with definitions of fall followed by a discussion 
of those at ri sk for falls. Contributing risk factors are categorized into extrinsic aod 
intrins ic factors. An elabora tion of extrinsic risk factors with prui icular emphasis on 
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vario us environmental and structural safety medical equipment and devices are then 
detai led. [n add ition, discussions of the effects of hospitalization and teclmological 
innovations in regards to incidence of tails are presented. Fwthe.rmore, intrinsic factors 
such as age. gender, and chronic medical conditions are also explained in relation to fall 
occun e nces. This is fo llowed by a description of fall prevention strategies with an 
in-depth review of current experimental studies that have tested vm.-ious fall prevention 
s trategies. A discussion of selected meta-analyses concludes the literature survey. 
Defmitions of Fall 
A concise and consistent defini tion of fall was essential to provide a baseline 
unde rstanding of the concept. Nuu1erous definitions offall were discovered in the 
litera ture. A comprehensive meta-analysis of tall defmitions (Hauer, 2006) was found in 
random controlled trials (RCTs). Of the 90 papers reviewed, nearly half(N = 44) 
sup pi icd no definitions of the concept and the other half presented considerable variations 
in the definition of the term fa ll. Table I (see Appendix B) presents a partial listing of fall 
definitions and comparisons of fall definition to this research. It provides ample 
justi1ication fo r a nursing consensus to construct a uniform and standard fall definition 
tha t could be used in any health care setting inde pendent oftime and risk factors. 
Ptincipal elements that provided the baseline for the formulation of the fa ll 
definition tor this study included: (a) an incident oftime that presented as sudden, 
unexpected. involuntary, inadvertent, unplanned, and/or unanticipated event; (b) an 
orthostatic change that occu1red from an original upright vertical stance or posture, and 
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ending downwards on a lower level or sw·face; (c) a directional variance that transpired 
from a vertical point to a horizontal position: (d) a kinetic motion that arose from a burst 
o f dynamic motion or movement: and (e) a consequential location that happened at a 
particular si te. place or setting such as the tloor or ground. Thus, the tall definition fo r 
thi s study was: 
Loss of upright position that results in landing on the floor, ground or an object or 
furn iture or as a sudden, uncontrolled , unintentional, non-purposeful, downward 
d isplacement of body to the floor or ground and/or Jutting another object like a 
cha ir or stair. This does NOT include patients assisted safely to a lower surface by 
another individual. (M ichael E. OeBakey Veterans Affairs Medical Center. 
(2002). Pall PreYention and Management Standard ofCare. Houston. TX. p. 1). 
Risk Factors Contributing to Falls 
There arc two types of environmenta l ta ll risk factors genera lly known to 
contribute to fa lls. which are classified as extrinsic, exogenous o r extemal to the patient 
a nd intrinsic. endogenous or internal to the pa ti ent. Intrinsic factors were frequently used 
to assess a patients risk for falJing, while extrinsic tactors were fi·equently used in 
cons ide ring la ll prevention interventions from a ph_, sica! venue s tandpoint. TI1e following 
sections discuss both intrins ic and extrinsic facto rs identified in the literature survey. 
Intrinsic Risk Factors 
Intrinsic risk factors re fer to the endogeno us or internal milieu within the patient 
system (Alexander, 2002; F uller. 2000: Hign ett & Masud, 2006; Rubenstein & 
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Josephson, 2006; The Merck Manual of Gerianics, 2005). Stevens (2005) labeled 
intrinsic risk factors as ·'personal"' (p. 41 0). The patient's intrinsic or internal environment 
refers to common demographic profile such as age, gender. eth_njcity, matital status, 
educa tion, or socioeconomic levels. It also adch·esses past history of falls. medical or 
surgical disease, physio logical or mental condition, multiple medication use, surgical 
d isease, physiolo&rical or mentaJ condition. multiple medication use, nutritional stahts, 
ability to communicate, and cognitive functioning. which might inherently intluence the 
internal environment of the patient. 
Robey-WiUiams (2007) listed the uppermost 10 vital fall predictors found in the 
literature survey. These were: his tory of past fall s, drugs, coordination, age, mental 
confus ion. a ltered mental capacity, physical surroundings. altered ambuJation or 
movement. impaired elimination, and increased blood pressure. Accorcting to Nevitt 
( 1997), 65 % to I 00% geriatric pati ents sustained falls within a year when three or more 
risk fac tor were identjli ed. whereas among those lacking in any r isk factor the 
percentage was considerably lower by 8% to 12 %. Sinlilarly. Will iams et al., (2007) 
e ndorsed this premise that when the number oftisk factors identified in a patient was 
greater, the chances of fa lling fo r that particular patient were exacerbated. 
Age and gender. Hitcho and associates (2004) found in their prospective 
descr1ptive 1nvestigation regarding !he characteristics and circumstances of200 hospital 
fall s s ustained by 183 patients. that among the two genders, male participants were more 
like ly to fall !han tbe female gender (1 1186 [13 %] vs. -1197 [4 %}: p = .03). Simi larly, in 
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an earlier s tudy, Vassallo and colleagues (2000) found that male participants fell more 
frequently than female participants. Other tind ings of the study conducted by McCarter-
Bayer, Bayer, and Hall (2005) showed that the average age oHhllers was 63.4 years (age 
range 17-96) and 50% of the fall events occurred dming toileting by patients older than 
65 years old (83 % vs. -18 %: p < . 001 ). 
}!,_!feels of co-morbidities. Stevenson, Mills, Welin, and Beal (1998) conducted a 
descripti ve study between two groups retrospect ively by examining other characteris ti cs 
o f those who had fa ll en, other than the two previously known endogenous fall risk factors 
of chronological age and medical condi tion. The investigators identified 301 older 
participants in an 80 l -bed urban hospital and matched them in both age and disease 
process through fall occun-ence repo1is and patieut charts. l11e sample had considerable 
variability in age, ti·om J 8 to 65 years and o lder. Likewise, gender was unequal, with 
more female participants (63 %) than male participants (37 %). Study results showed fi ve 
risk factors of both intrinsic and extrinsic elements. The intrinsic or endogenous factors 
co ns isted of elimination problems, need for ambulatory aid. physical inactivity, and 
inabi lity to perfom1 personal hygiene. The continent patients fell less than those who 
were incontinent (J 1.3: Cl = 3.85, 33.05) . Bedridden participants requiring total 
assistance for mobility fell more than those who could independently walk (6; Cl = 2.83. 
1 2.8-1). Lack of exercise accounted for higher incidence of falls in the ge1iatric group 
(Cf = 1.00. 3.82), and participantS wbo could perfmm their own self-care fell more than 
those who needed total nursing care (2.5; Cl = 1.23. -1. 88). 
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McCmier-Bayer, Bayer, and Hall (2005) also reported other intrinsic medical 
conditions commonly associated with fall s such as depression and confusion or 
di sorientation. For hospitalized patients. these are critical intra-stressors that may affect 
the normal line of defense and consequently, the individual's core structure. fn tact, 
VassaJ io, Azeem, Pirwani, Sharma, and Allen (2000) cited various internal factors 
contributing to falls, such as gait and balance problems, nemological and musculoskeletal 
conditions, psychoactive cb·ugs, dementia, and visual difficulties. 
Lane (1999) completed an evaluative retrospective seven-year study of a non-
randomized conveniently selected stratified sample o f292 patients admitted in medica] 
and s urgical wards of a community hospital in Southwestern Ohio who participated in a 
tall prevention program (FPP). Data collection came from review of fal! occurrence 
tonns and patient records. The researcher used the ·'fall Risk Assessment Profile · 
origina lly developed by three master's students (Dunlap & Mazzei, 1989; Berchtold, 
1992) but with no previous validity and reliability analyses performed. This instrument 
tested four predictors for fall which were age, impaired cognitive ability, poor muscular 
functioning, and use of ambulatory medical aids. Fal l risk factors that emerged from this 
study identified elder] y fallers. 60 years old and over, with co-morbidities consisting of 
cognitive problems along with muscular limitations, and prior use of ambulatory devices . 
Extrinsic Risk Factors 
Multiple primary extrinsic risk factors had been identified including physical 
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environment of the hospitaL the hospitalization event itseJt: technological gadgets. and 
other situational factors. 
Physical environment. Evidence-based literature on hospital designs repotied that 
the structw·al layout could contribute to patient safety by mitigating environmental 
predictors of fall and adverse consequences (Zimring & Ulrich, 2004). The phys ical 
design and layout of hospital rooms did not Jend themselves to fall prevention. Patient 
rooms were cramped and cluttered with hospital paraphernaJia along with personal 
belongings. For example, inside the hospitaJ room were durable medical equipments 
including adjustable beds, along with various usual accoutrements. such as bedrails, call 
buttons, bed alarm, bedside tables, chairs. miiTors. poster boards, pictures, calendars, 
bedclothes, and grab bars. Even assistive or ambulatory apparatus, such as wheelchairs, 
scooters walkers, canes, and crutches might contribute to falls. There were also various 
types of Doering and surface traction that might be highly waxed and buffed, as well as 
uneven or slippery floor surfaces. Even personal effects worn by the patient such as the 
type o f footwear (i. e .. non-skid socks or slippers). hipsters. wrist fall alert bracelet, wrist 
restraints. and fall t-shirts might contribute to external variables that albeit, intended to 
mitigate taUs might actually cause falls themselves. Other extemal environmental factors 
such as loose rugs, unstable and broken fwnjturc, floor clutter, and even bed size height, 
and Jirmness that were quite different compared to those commonJy used at home 
(Lueckenott, 2000; WilJiams eta!., 2007) could also create fall conditions. Fut1hermore, 
rooms might be shared with an unknown roommate and his/her vjsitors. Lighting was 
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brigh t and glaring. Bed controls were confused with call buttons. Adding even essentia l 
equipment such as portable jntravenous (IV) pumps cormectecl to rv solutions. portable 
s uction mach ines. or dialys is machines within the confines of a typical hospital room left 
litt le space to ambulate. Fmthermore, other devices that might be attached to the patient 
such as foley catheter or naso-gastric tube (NGT). and even well meaning get-well gifts 
from friends, such as fl owers and stuffed anima ls on bedside tables made navigation 
precarious at best. 
Halfon, Eggli, Van Melle, and Vagnair (2001) conducted a yearlong predictive 
survey at a Switzerland. hospital aboul the incidence of fa lls and the conditions of their 
occutTence and correlated them to patients· fa ll ris k factors. A rev iew of 488 fail incident 
reports identified that 37% of reported tail s could have been prevented if appropriate 
environmental safety features were not breached. For example. environmental assistive or 
ambulatory devices such as wheelchairs had improper brakes. and over-bed tables were 
not secured. Other environmental structural vatiab les such as slippery floor. room clutter, 
and inadequate illuminatio n were also cited. Improper maintenance of hospital equipment 
and poor structural conditions resulted in ejght pe rcent (8 %) of re pmied falls. Still, m ore 
than 50% of fa ll s from w hee lchairs or bedside chai rs could have been prevented if chair 
s traps were used and 24 % of bed-related falls could have been averted with bedrajl use. 
Likewise. 32% of the slips repo1ied could have been avoided through use of non-skid 
tootwear. Clearly, hospita l falls could be precluded if environmental safety maintenance 
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was meticulously observed and medical devices were regularly checked fur safe and 
proper working condition. 
A 2 by 2 randomized comparative study of two types of flooring, carpet & vinyl 
in the patient room, in conjunction with two types of exercise modalities to decrease falls 
among 54 consecutively selected rehabilitative patients for a nine-month period was 
investigated by Donalc4 P in, Almstrong, and Shuttleworth (2000) in an English hospital. 
Findings showed eight pruiicipants who fe ll ( 15 %) with a total of 11 falls among the tow-
subgroups of participants. Likewise. results showed that bes·ides one subject falling on the 
vinyl floor, an additiona l 10 participams te ll on the carpet floor (RR = 8.3. 95% Cl 
0. 95- 7 3. p = 0.05). From the c linical perspective of the number of patients who tell in the 
,.;nvironmental type of floor covering intervention (carpet vs. vinyl), the lone faller 
seemed to indicate that vinyl flooring was less likely to cause fall s as opposed to carpet. 
Remarkably. tbe 15% of patients who fell was considerably lower than the 35% baseline 
annual fa ll rate of the hospital. 
The fonda group (2006) conducted a combination of retrospective and 
prospective study i11 AustraJia examining a three-year period (2001-2003) of elderly in -
patient fall hospital admissions. Data comparison was analyzed between tbe basel ine year 
and tlJe two yea rs foUowu1g implementation of a multi(actorial tau reduction program 
that included among others changes in the work place and equipment safety 
modifications. Extrinsic envi ronmental alterations included clutter removal in the room, 
nun-slip to ilet floor, non-s lip bed mat, non-s lip chair mat, and non-slip bed sheets. Other 
fal l reduction devices used were bed sensors. bedposts tor balance and transfer. fa ll-wrist 
a lert. bed faJJ-aleJt sign. and electric beds adj us table to a foot off the floor. Add itional 
environmental interventions utilized were non-glossy floor wax. magnetic devices 
attached to toilet doors to prevent patients' crash, more suitable seating distance from the 
tloor. il luminated toilet seats and stickers. along with an automatic night-Jight. Results 
showed t hat use of electrical beds easily adjusted to a toot off the floor during bed 
transfers signifi cantly lowered patient injuries associated with fa lls . Remarkably, there 
was a 19% decline of fa lls per 1,000 BDOC ( 12.5 v 10.1. p 0.001) and a dramatic 77% 
drop of fall-related inj ury rate between 200 I and 2003. 
A year-long prospective experimental s tudy by Hathaway, Walsh, Lacey, and 
aenger (200 J) that implem ented a Fall Prevention Program (FPP), in an Australian 
hospital among elderly in-patients age 65 and over. found that the number offEil ls 
(N = 6 1) decreased and the ·'fallers'· were those identitied in the high-risk category. The 
FPP cons tituted of bedside nurses completing and scoring three categmies of fall-risk for 
a ll admitted e lderly patients. using a '·Fall Prevention Assessment Form". Depending on 
the total score, a patient was identified as low (score 0-24). medium (score 25-31 ). or 
high tisk (score 32-40) and patticular interventions were instituted according to the 
degree of risk. For the high-risk patients, the enviromnental interventions used were 
green colored armband a gr een sticker pasted in their chart, a non-slip mat adjacent to 
the bed, an electronic mo bi lity sensor that emitted an alam1 along wi th a paging a.lert. 
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Vassallo and col leagues (2004) conducted a year-long prospective, observationaL 
quasi-experimental. two group study of geriatric in-patients at a rehabilitation hospita l in 
the United Kingdom. that examjned the effectiveness of a multidisciplinary evaluation 
with regularly scheduled case meetings utilizing the Downton faiJ -risk tool for fall prone 
patients. Interventions include fall alert identification tags for high-risk for fall patients 
and other environmental changes such as clutter elimination. conect use of foot support, 
ambula tory aids, nurse-call device, elimination appliances, and placement of patients 
proximal to bathrooms. Findings showed that the interventions supported a hefty 
difference in the fall rates (15. 3 %). lessened the mm1beroffal1ers (29. 7%, p 0.041), and 
dimi.njshed iall related injuries (51.1 %. p - 0 .028). All t11e above studies pointed to a 
need for enviJOnmental modification and a strategic fall reduction program that would 
locus on mitigation of external fall factors. 
Hospilalizalion even/. Hospitalization was a precarious and non-stabilizing event 
lor any ind ividual as it d istracted from the normal activities of daily living. Neuman and 
Fawcett (2002) described hospitalization as an ··external environmental stressor" (p. 17). 
Elderly patients who were a lready dealing with age-related conditions, and screened as 
high-ri sk for fa lls became even more susceptible to multiple stressors emanating from the 
hospital environment. Hospitals presented an unfamiliar, intimidating, and often hostile 
environment. Surroundings were unfami.liar. noisy and filled with s trange faces and even 
s tranger medical devices and eqwpment. 
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Bathrooms were frequent locations o f patient falls during toileting and hygiene 
ac tiv ities (Scott 2007). Bathrooms might contain other medical appliances such as 
shower chairs or portable commodes that curtailed space for ample movement. 
Bathrooms often lacked grab bars, showers Jack anti-skid floors and the tloors mioht be 
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uneven, wet. and/or slippery. [n addition, when patients were given '·bathroom 
priv ileges" ( !organ, Mathison, Rice, & Clemmer, 1985. p. 776) the risk for fails mig ht 
increase. Generally, patients might share bathrooms. Thus, when one patient happened to 
be in the bathroom, the other patient might have to wait for his/her tw·n. A likely scenario 
might be that when a patient waiting to use the toile t could be unable to contro l the need 
for elimination, leading to risk foT falling when this patient might have an accidental 
urine spiJJage. Alternatively. when the patient inside the stall attempted to hurry up so the 
other patient could have his turn might likewise hastened fall incidents. According to 
Purdy (2004) as cited in Krauss et al.. (2005) thi s was called .. elimination fa ll -a fal l 
re lated to lhe need to use the to ilet' (p. I) and those who fell due to toileting needs were 
partic ularly vulnerable to bodily harm. In tact, Krauss et al.. (2007) repmied bathroom 
falls were correlated to physical trauma (aOR. 1. 46 [95% CI. 1. 06-2.0 !]). 
Meanwhile, a prospective population-based survey among 2.1 86 hospitalized 
e lderly in Iran (Abolhassanj et al.. 2006) to identify fall occurrences and resulting hip 
trauma reported 116.3 yearly incidence oftall-related trauma and 30.4 yearly incidences 
of broken hips associated from these fall s per 1 00,000 person-years. Among the elderly, 
age 50 years and older, the s tudy showed 237.1 yearly occurrence ra te of fall-related 
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trauma and 93.6 yearly incidence of hip fractures per 100.000 person-years. Seventy-one 
percent of fall-related trauma along with 76% of broken hi pbones happened within the 
confines of the home envi ronment that subsequently resulted in hospital admissions. 
Length of hospitalization. A related contributing factor to falls was the duration of 
hospital stay. It could be c lassified as an indirect exogenous risk factor because it could 
cause an adverse effect. Lengthened hospital ization was found to contribute to fall 
occurrences. The patients who fe ll more often s tayed in the hospital for nineteen BDOC 
compared to those who stayed for shorter duration (Stevenson, Mills, Wel in, & BeaL 
1998). According to Schwendimann et al.. study (2006). findings showed a significant 
decrease or initial fa ll within fo ur days of confinement in the experimenta l group. 
Wi IJ iams and associates (2007) substantiated thi s assertion by citing that falls occuned 
more frequently during the first seven clays of admission and during the third week. 
perhaps from implementa tio n of physical the rapy and restorative regimen. In contrast, 
findings from Vasallo and partners (2004), showed a s ignificant inc rement or falls in the 
treatment g roup per I 000 BDOC. though they ran a risk calculation ratio that ultimately 
faiJed to reject the null hypothesis. The tlu·eat of a spillover measurement etlcct due to the 
c loseness of the two groups might warrant a poss ible argument to the rejection of the n ull 
hypolhcsis. Again . . findings from thi s study mus t be interpreted with prudence primarily 
for gcncralizabi lity because of the effect of he terogenous variables of age and gender. 
even Lhough the investigators instituted matched o r paired control. Furthermore. incident 
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reports might not have reflected each circumstance of falls when no one bad actually 
witnessed the fall event. 
Ejjec/s of assistive 1echnology. Technological innovations had contributed greater 
conundrum to an already overburdened and tmderstaffed health care system. Although, 
cun·ent technological too ls reflected the progress of the electronic age fo r the sicker and 
aging population than they intended to serve. these medical paraphernalia might also 
bring on inJ1erent hazards in their utilization. The Nelson group (2004) cited examples of 
medical technologies aimed at easier mobility and transfer to aid the elderly move about 
in their activities of daily living within the confines of their lived-in environment, yet also 
directly curtai ling falls and associated trauma. These medical inventions encompassed 
ambulatory or assistive devices such as whee lchairs or scooters with built-in safety 
elements. fa ll sensors. so-ca lled ''intelligent walkers'', and hip shields. To prevent patients 
from incurring bed rail injuries resulting from fa lse imprisonment or entanglement 
between the bed mattress and rails, there are now newer bed frames and safer beds with 
adjustable heights even to as low as six inches off the floor- otherwise known as low 
beds, other gizmos securing bed-cracks. and non-skid floor cushions or room mats. 
Nelson and associates (2004) aptly asserted that these new inventions though they might 
be fall-proof and enhance safe practice environment, yet could unintentionally also cause 
" hjgh-risk, high-volume, and h:igh cost adverse events" (p. 649). For the system already 
at risk for falls. the presence oftbese additional external physical environmental stressors 
could make it ex tremely vulnerable for the nmmal line of defense to resist. 
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Aizen. Shugaev. and Lenger (2007) conducted a two-group study in a 
rehabilitation faci lity set in [srael for six-montbs about fall hazards, c ircumstances. and 
inc idence of fall s among consecutively enrolled patients. Findings showed that those 
participants who used ambulatory equipment such as wheelchairs in conjunction with a 
fall-risk aetjvity were identified as fa iJ predictors among hospitalized new·ologicaUy 
impaired participants. as well as among those who were prescribed rehabi litative 
conditioning .fi·om hip surgeries. 
Tidei.ksaar, Feiner, and Maby ( 1993) used a random. controlled design to measure 
tbe effectiveness or bed sensors in 70 hospitalized geriatric pati ents for nine months as a 
fall prevention intervention. There were 24 falls during the study. Albeit. the 
experimental group had fewer number of falls (N = 35. 5) as compared to the control 
group (, - 35, 12). the lmdings failed to reject the null hypothesis. There were several 
variables of note that could have affected tbis finding. Ut ility of bed rails was a 
s ignificant confounder. 
Kwok. Mok, Tong. and Tam (2006) examined the usc of bed-chair sensor as an 
a lternative to restrai nts in a s troke rehabilitation h ospita l set in I Tongkong. using a 
randomized two group design with180 participants in ten months. There were 90 
participants in Lhe experimental group. but only 50 participants received the use of bed-
chair sensors. Other fall prevention approaches that were utilized in Kwok group·s Lrial 
(2006) included plac~.;mcnt of fall alert nolice in the room. ca ll alert device placed wi thin 
reach. and heightened staff vig ilance. Results showed oo association between the use of 
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bed-chai r sensor and minimal use of bed restraints, as well as no differential chancre for 
:::;. 
bigh-risk for fan elderly sample. 
Tzeng and Yin (2006) conducted a descriptive convenience comparati ve study of 
the height of standard hospital beds, height of residential beds. and the employee work 
height in acute care units in Taiwan and its effect on incidence of falls. Commonly, the 
hospital bed dilTered in e levation, dimension, texture, and thickness from the patient's 
home bed. Proper body mechanics dictated that for work-related bedside functions, and in 
o rder to prevent job-related back injuries clinicians routi11ely adjusted bed heights 
accordjng to thei r individual height preferences. However, after task completion, the bed 
height was not adjusted back to the ori ginal position. The authors found that typical 
res ide ntia l bed elevation (bed frame & mattress) was 52.0 em as compared to the hospital 
bed adjusted to its lovlest position of 51.3 em. However the typical bedside nurse who 
needed to adjust bed elevation to working-height measured 70.7 em. Findings from this 
survey had significant clinical implications in that patients or family members might not 
adjust the hospital bed height according to their p referential heights for safe transfer 
acti vities. The authors opined that they might be uncomfortable in adjusting tbe bed 
heigbt even when it might be deemed unsafe for them to get in or out of bed. There might 
even be the teeling of reluctance to manipulate hospital equipments and/or unf~uniliarity 
of the devices themselves. Fmthermore. the authors made a comparative measurement of 
bed elevation in the US and found that residential beds (all inclusive bed jJ-ame, box, :md 
mattress) measured 60.9 em as opposed to hospital bed height of 50.7 em. The average 
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bedside clinician· working height measured 66.0 em. Subsequentl y, there was a marked 
difference between the employee's working-bed e levation and the hospital bed adjus ted 
to its lowest position that couJd potentia lly caused a fa ll event. 
H aines and associates (2004) examined the success of a multi-component fa ll 
preventive program that included fa ll -risk alert card. along with a f1yer, physical activity. 
s t.aif in-serv ice. and use of hip protectors amon g 626 participants dur ing 45 days of care. 
Methodology used a prospective, randomized, two-group design set in three geriatric 
rehabi litation units of an A ustralian sub-acute hospital. findings showed substantial 
difterence in the fall rates (Peto log rank test p = 0.0-15). The experime ntal group 
(N = 310) had 30 % decrease in the number of fa lls (N = 105) versus the control group 
(. = 316) with 149 fa lls. Those who fell in the experimental group were fewer in 
proporti on (5./ I'S. 71) as compared to the contro l group (relalive risk 0. 78. 95%. Cl 0.56 
to 1. 06). Albei t. there were a total of lour faJlers, two fallers a piece from the two groups 
w ho s us tai ned broken bones re lated to their fa lli ng, and one participant incuned broken 
femur from the fall even w ith intact hip protectors, the 28% drop (log rank test p = 0.20) 
of Jail related injuries in the experimental group compared to the control group was 
clearly encouraging. 
A convenience sampling of 1357 in-patie nts was recruited and grouped into three 
fall-risk categories in the WiJliams group's study (2007). Findings showed eight falls pe r 
I 000 BDOC. a significant di ffe rence in fa ll outcomes in comparison w ith the time they 
looked a t in 2002-2003. T here was a dramatic drop of the number of falls from 0.95 to 
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0.80 (95% CJ.for the difference -0. I-I to -0.1 6. p < 0. 001). This study lent tentative 
credibi lity in implementing a fall prevention plan in acute care settings. 
fn the meantime, 1-lignett & Masud (2006) perfonned a syst ematic review of 
environmental risks and its association to hospital falls. Although, vruious environmental 
modaJities to reduce falls including patient examination, staff education, use of foot 
protection. bed sensors, tloor, and lighting fixtures were implemented, they found no 
significant results of the aforementioned devices. Surprisingly, they asserted that even 
bed rail s did not prevent 1a lls but instead caused more traumas. TI1us, 1:-Iignett and 
Masud's (2006) report was contrary to other studies that cited advantageous use of 
environmental modali ties against tall occurrences (Fonda, Cook, Sandler, & Bailey, 
2006: Wolter & Studenski, 1996). 
Situationa/faclors. There is another type of environmental stressor identified as 
s ituational .risk factor (Aizen, Shugaev, & Lenger, 2007; Donoghue, Graham, Gibbs. & 
Mitten-Lewis, 2003 : ll1e Merck Manual of Geriatrics, 2005). Situational risk factors 
were defined as ·'certain acti vities or decisions may increase the risk of falls and fal l-
related injuries" (The Merck Manual of Geriahics, 2005, p. 1). For example, wearing 
inappropriate footwear such as high-heeled shoes or poor il lumination, and unsafe 
behavio rs such as inattention to surroundings, or being in baste. Work milieu. social 
interactions. and relationships might also fall under this category. For example, hospital 
staff and visitors might int1uence the environmen tal conditions where the patient was 
con.fi.ned. Even the existing culture within the hospital setting might influence fall events 
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such as teamwork or a " blame ethos'' when adverse events occur. Large hospitals with 
magnet distinctions or small rural facilities mig ht affect d1e over-all extrinsic feel of the 
patient s urroundings. Even method of payment- private insurance or p ublic hospital 
util ization might alter the patient"s physical milieu by Lhe number and expe1iise of staff 
ernpl oyed. In particular, the level of nursing ed ucation and quality of fall training of 
personnel could also affect lhe number offalls prevented. 
Selected Experimental Studies on Fall Prevention Programs 
It had been reported that 30-50 % reduction of falls and fall -related trauma could 
result when beneJicia l faJJ prevention strategies were instituted (AAPMR. 2008). The 
ninth goa l ofThe Joint Commission's envirorunental intervention addresses safety 
features such as patient orientation to hospital sunoundi11gs, appropriate lighting and 
noise reduction. call alarms: as well as reachable and available grab rails. Other tall 
safety protocols might involve zealous staff surveillance of high risk for fall patients, 
moving and monitoring patients in proximity to the nursing station, plus personnel 
training regarding fall prevention strategies. Besides the use of colorful fall badges on 
patient arms or wrists, ide ntify ing them as high-ri sk for faU, as well as posi tioning them 
prominently and strategically close to the nursing station, additional tall preventi ve 
approaches included availability and user-friend liness oftoiJeting devices along with 
alternati ve measures to restraints. 
A study by Von Renteln-Kruse and Kra use (2007) examined a prospective cohort 
triaJ consisting of 4,272 elderly pruiicipants admitted in geriatric hospitals (mean age 80. 
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69 % female) pre-treatment and 2,982 participants (mean age 81. 69 %female) post-
treatment. The investigators used a historical control design in the evaluation of a fall 
reduction protocol in re lation to incidence of fal ls. Multi-treatment protocol comprised of 
the following; (a) fa ll-risk evaluation upon admiss ion and post-fall evaluation, (b) use of 
fall -risk badge/card and brochures. (c) staff assistance during patient mobility. transfer, 
a nd during personal hyg iene functions, (d) patient and staff fall-education in-service, and 
(c) instruction of proper use of visual and hearing devices, correct footwear. and 
ambulatory equipments. Data were analyzed from fall-occurrence reports. functiona l 
independence. ambuJation measures. incidence of fall s and fall-associated trauma. and 
to ta l number of participants who experienced falls. Baseline fall report was 893 prior to 
the investigation whereas post-implementation of the treatment showed 468 falls. 
(IRR) = 0.82. 95 % Cl 0. 73 - 0.92). Baseline tall-injury report was 240 prior to t11e 
in vestigation whereas post-implementation of the treatment showed 129 traumatic falls 
(/RR=O.B-1. 95 % Cl 0.67- f . 0-1). Likewise. findings showed 10 fall-related fractures 
before treatment as opposed to nine fall-related fractures post-conclusion of study 
(/RR= I.-10. 95 % Cl 0.51- 3.85). Furthermore, there were 611 patients who fell prior to 
implementation in contrast to 330 participants w ho experienced falls after the study. Of 
note. there was also a significant difference in the fal l risk factors (0. 77, 95 % Cl 
0.68- 0.88). Yet again. as conducted in acute care jostitutions numerous interventions 
c lumped together and imple mented in toto among the geriatric group showed promise in 
s las hing the number of falls but were less likely effective in mitigating traumatic falls. 
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Strengthening the funcUonal independent measures along with ambulatory aids might 
bolster tall-preventive practices in the hospital ized elderly. 
The Hofmann group (2003) described a 38% decline of fall rates and a 
consequent 50% decrease in fracture-related injw-ies from a triad offal) preventive 
approaches that modified the environmental structure. hospital personnel. and other 
therapeutic regimen. Significantly. the Chang eta!. , study (2004) also showed that 
changing the environment and an exercise activ ity program had a crucial impact on the 
incidence of falls. Gri ffi th (2002) reported a tall reduction trial that prescribed various 
changes in the physical e nvironment that showed profound difference in the tall rates of 
the experimental group ( 183 fa ll s, N = l.fl) in comparison to the contro l group (5 1 0 fa ll s, 
N = 163). 
l n 1998, Mosley and associates conducted an evaluati on study of the effectiveness 
o f an evidence-based fall reduction protocol enacted in various units at a Florida VA 
ta cility. Findings showed a dramatic 72% drop in fall rates in 13 unjts among21 units 
that partic ipated. The tall prevention module was designed from state ofthc science 
review on fall s that was the basis for the taJl prevention training course for nurses, in 
conjunction wiU1 a comprehensive patient evaluation. An instrument called '·Point by 
Poinl: Predicting Elders ' Falls" assessment form was utilized to identifY in-patients at 
high ri sk for falls with a score of l 0 or greater from which a broad set of fall preventive 
procedures were implemented. The regimen included the following fall prevention 
interventions such as: (a) risk-for-fall signs p laced on the patient's wrist, on the chart., 
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bed: and nursing Kardex, ( b) green marker on the door indicating a hospital fal l incident. 
(c) comprehensive pharmacological evaluation, (d) mobility and activity review, (e) 
intensive patient instruction on sate positioning and ambulation s uch as !rradual 
- ' . t:> 
orthostatic changes from supine to standing up. (1) asking for help during toileting 
activ ities. and (g) milieu orientation. 
A major component to the Mosley group's ( 1998) fall prevention plan was a "sate 
practice environment" model that was enacted for the patient in or out of bed. Safety 
features for bedridden patie nts included; (a) low-bed positioning, (b) split bed rails with 
only the head-part up, (c) functioning and handy call-button, d) night light, (e) regularly 
timed toileting assistance, and (t) close surveill ance of disoriented patients within sight of 
the staff at a ll ti mes. Simi larly. rituals for those ambulatory patients to pre-empttalls 
inc luded: (a) pat ien t admonitions to change positions gradually, (b) asking for support 
when using assisti ve devices. (c) "buddy" call -in system, (d) moving patients adjacent to 
the s taff area, (e) appropriate non-slip footwear, (f) c lutter-fi·ee patient environs. (g) 
bedside sitting by family or friends. (h) fall-poster in the room. and (i) drug therapy 
evaluati ve report. Retrospective ly, the patient's chart and tall incident forms were 
appraised. ln addition, risk factors, contributing factors. and circumstances of the fall 
event were examined. Findings showed 16 fall events. The fallers were assessed as high-
risk for falls with prior history of fall s. Generally, bedside falls and in bathrooms 
occurred most frequently when the patient was walking alone and unassisted, climbing 
over the sidebars, and slipping out of bed at nap time. There was significant ditrerence 
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(p < 0. 003) in the tall rate pre-fall prevention implementation (0 = 7. 07, SD = I. 7) and 
the post-implementation of the program (0 = 6.33. SD = /. 731). 
Interestingly. upon continuance of the tall prevention regimen six months after the 
concl.usion of the study, the hospital tracked f·urther 35% fall reduction. Remarkably, 
ana lysis of the fall occunences revealed a significant number of environmental hazards 
that enhanced fa lls. For example, ambulatory devices such as wheelchairs were not 
properly secured during transfer activities, and patients decLining to call for he"lp when 
arising from bed, or after toileting. Prescribed footwear was not properly worn. Grab bars 
in the bathroom were absent or mislaid. Bedside areas become cramped with ambulatory 
cq uipments such as wheelchai rs, walkers, and crutches, along with other room furniture 
including bedside tables. geri-chairs. and bedside commodes. Moreover, night-lights 
were turned off, and call devices were disconnected and/or dropped on the floor. 
Meanwhile. other fall preventive methods augured poor outcomes as well. The "buddy" 
·ys tcrn was not effective when the roommate was asleep, or when the roommate acted as 
aide for tbe patient in moving the bedrails down. Furtbennore. the fall-al ert signs and 
green dots either disappeared. became soi led, o r accidentally stripped offthe chart, door, 
or from the patient's am1. 
Selected Meta-Analyses o n Fall Prevention Trials 
Tiu-ee systematic revie ws by Coussement et aL , (2008), Oliver et al. , (2007) and 
Chang et al. , (2004) are included in this chapter to show the remarkable diversity and 
maonjtude of scientific studies on fall incidence and fall prevention in multiple acute-care 
e 
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and long-term acute care (L T AC) sett ings. Coussement and colleagues (2008) wrote a 
scientific paper that examined and analyzed the features, attributes. and meri ts of fall 
reduction protocols implemented in acute care and chronic care facilj ties after meticulous 
and methodical exploration of .five immense databases. The authors set forth 10 inclusion 
criteria from their review of eight studies includiJlg prospective RCTs that examined 
various fal l prevention practices in acute and long-tem1 care settings from fi ve weeks to 
I 8 months BDOC. A summary of the Coussement group's (2008) meta-analysis can be 
fo und in Table 2 of Appendix B. 
The Oliver group (2007) conducted a meta-analysis of incidence of falls and fall 
red uction methods, as well as tall-related fractures among patients in both acute care in 
hospi tals and residential ho mes (see Table 3 in A ppendix B). In addition, the 
invest igators examined the el'fect of neurological disease related to falls and fa ll-related 
tractures. Inclusion criteria for the group's review included type of treatment and health 
care placement. either hospitals or nursing homes. In hospitals, the fall prevention 
s trategies included a fa ll-sen sor system. a drug list eva luation, envi ronmental 
modifications, and non-restraint use. The researc h team examined 26 treatment groups 
extracted from 22 trials that involved participants w ho fell one or more times. Thitteen 
studies that tested multifactorial treatment in acute care settings showed 0.82. 95 %. CJ 
0. 68-0.997 fall rate but no d ifference in the number of participants who experienced falls 
nor fall - related broken bones. 
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Notably, Oliver et al. , (2007) rated the Haines· study (2004), the Healey's study 
(2004). and the Fonda's study (2006) with very high methodological quality showing 
significant meta-analysis of 18 % decline in fall ra tes. A key finding from the Oliver 
group's study (2004) sbowed tbat patient examination Ior fa ll risk factors and a multi-
layered fa ll-prevention agenda were most beneficial in treating fall predictors (0.82, 0. 72 
10 0.9-1, number needed 10 treat 11) and reducing the lall rate per month (0.63. 0.49 to 
0.83; 1 f .8fewerfal/s in the experimental group per 100 participants). Thus, Oliver and 
associates (2007) concluded that their meta-analysis showed d1at a multifactorial fall 
prevention program caused a " modest effect on faUs" (p. 5). 
Chang and associates (2004) also conducted a systematic review and meta-
ana lys is of nine RCTs that tested the usefulness of fall prevention approaches relevant to 
env iro nmental modifi cations in the community setting among the o lder population (see 
Table 4 in Appendix B). The authors extracted tall prevention studies in community 
settings that measured mul tiple intervention which were: (a) fall-risk patient 
examination and appropriate handling. (b) physicaJ activity, (c) environmental changes, 
and (d) patient and staff fa ll-prevention training . Findings from random effects analysis 
conducted by the above investigators. otherwise k.nown as "sensiti vity anaJysis"' (p. 2) 
merging the studies with r isk ratio (RR) testing showed a drop in falling hazards (RR 
0.88. 95 % Cl 0.82 to 0.95). However, when studies were coalesced ¥lith incidence rate 
ratio (IRR), data showed lower fall rate per mon.tb (IRR 0.80, 0. 72 to 0.88). Meta-
regress ion was used to measure the effect of individuaJ interventions . 
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Over-al l evaluation of the three meta-ana lyses above shows that a composite 
program of muJtiple fal l-prevention and environmental approaches targeting fal l risk 
factors m ight yet be effecti ve in cutting down the number of fa ll s and the percentage of 
patients who experienced falls . Coussement (2007), Oliver (2004) and Chang (2004) 
ex trac ted and analyzed four sirrUiar trials that were conducted by Haines (2004), Healey 
(2004). Mayo ( 1994), and Vassallo (2004). Coussement (2007) foc used more on RCTs 
and on various environm ental interventions in acute care settings, whereas Oli ver (2004) 
reviewed studies with multidimensional Ja il prevention elements in hospitals, and Chang 
(2004) focused on multifac torial interventions in the community setting. A major nurs ing 
implication then pointed to tJ1e fact that environme nta l modifications were crucial in 
mitigating falls in various settings as exemplified from the selected meta-anaJyses. 
Conclus io ns 
Tria ls that examined muJ6-tactorial fall prevention modalities have shown 
promising results in various settings (Chang et al.. 2004: Oliver. Hopper & Seed. 2000). 
However. little is knovvn about a special ized fall prevention room equipped to prevent 
falls. While there were numerous studies that in estigatcd community dwellings that 
imple m e nted environmental remedies lor fa ll pr\;vention (Clemson e t aL 2004). there 
was a dearth o f li terature about tbe effecti veness ofFPRs in reducing the number of fa ll s 
in the hospitalized elderly. Moreover, even lor ra ndomized controJied trials (RCTs) 
testing multi factorial fa1 1 interventions, wh ich w e re considered as gold standards for 
c linical s tudies, it is unclear w hich one intervention independent of the others had really 
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made the difference in the incidence of falls, and which variable had not. Research 
exploring thll risk factors in the elderly patients admitted in hospitaJs has been 
inconsistent (Lee & J(jm, 1997), albeit other risk factors such as prior history of fal ls had 
been supported in multiple investigations (Clem son, Cumming. & Heard, 2003; .Fonda et 
al., 2006; Tsai, Witte, Radunze1, & Keller, 1998). In fact the Ame1ican Geriatric Society 
(2001). Morse ( 1997), and Rubenstein group (200 1) have cited that the principal 
predictor for in-patient fa ll s was a past history of accidental fa lJs. S im ilarly, Perell and 
assoc iates (200 1) have examined l 0 trials relating to previous fall history that readily 
contributed to subsequent fall occurrences. 
Remarkably, Huda and Wise (1998) have also documented inconsistent and non-
complia nt implementation of fall prevention approaches by hospital staff. Due to the fact 
that most conventional fa ll p1·evention protocols were mostly time-consw11ing in their 
methodolog ies and implementations (McFarlane-Kolb. 2004; Safety and Quality Council , 
2005), the feasibi lity or FPRs where most ev ide nce-based environmental devices and 
cquipmcnts. such as: (a) e lectrical beds lowered to wi thin six inches off the floor, (b) 
non-s lip mats, (c) bed sen sors, (d) hipsters, (e) q uick-drying nonskid slippers, and (t) 
no n-skid shower mats, among others, were placed and installed coJJectively altogether in 
one s pecific s t.ruct1Lfal area might actually reduce the number of fall s in the hospitalized 
e lderly had not been previously investigated. I\ causal relationship between FPR, a 
specific environmental prescription to reduce the mm1ber of faJis in acute settings 
amongst e lderly high-risk for fall patients has not been identified in the literature. Thus: 
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the gap in knowledge that this study examined was: how special ized fall prcvemion 
rooms affected the number of falls among elderly patients admitted in a medical-surg ical 
un:it at a VA hospital? 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE FOR COLLECTION AND TREATMENT OF DATA 
For this study, a two-group prospective, experimental-controlled design, using 
block randomization, was utilized to evaluate the effectiveness of a FPR in reducino falls 
0 
in the hospitalized elderly dming a seven-day hospital stay. This design was used to 
control for threats to internal validity. The research variab les \>Vere the FPR and tbe 
incidence of fall s. The FPR was used as the intervent ion. duly designated as the 
independent variable to prevent the number of fa11s, which was in tum, identified as the 
dependent variable. 
Setting 
1\ large VA hospital with a 350-bed capacity located in the Southwest U.S. 
metropoli!; provided the study setting. The inves tigator equipped eight rooms and 
bathrooms with specialized safety ~quipment and devices that were used for the 
intervemion group. These were designated as FPRs. Another eight rooms containing 
standard equipment were u sed for the control group that was designated as regular rooms 
(RRs). Two of 1hc rooms in each group were private rooms containing one bed and six of 
the rooms in each group were semi piivate rooms contnin ing two beds. 
The FPRs were equipped wi th low position beds, bed alarms, commode (at side of 
bed- supplement ing urinal) if required, non-skid double-sided socks, non-skid slippers, 
quick-drying non-skid shower sEppers. hjpsters, suitable lighting (room illumination at 
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all times), bed trapeze. fall prevention poster. non-exit side rails (rai sed for support), ex it 
side rail up for support and foot rai l down at al l times, beveled edged floor cushions/mats. 
and non-skid shower mats (see Appendix C). The RRs had the usua l set-up and structure 
o f a regular hospital room but without the beveled non-sk.id Jloor cushjoo, non-skid 
shower mat, bed alarm. non-skid slippers, and q uick-drying non-skid shower slippers, 
and hipsters. The patients assigned to tbe RRs were not issued bed alarms, beveled non-
skid floo r cushions, non-sk.id regular slippers, qu ick-drying non-skid shower slippers . nor 
hipsters, although the patients were given two-sided non-skid pair of socks and Call-
bracelet as required by usua l hospital fall prevention protocol. 
Population and Sample 
The s tudy population was hospitalized elderly male or fema le patients who were 
military vete rans admitted to a VA hospital in the Southwest regio n ofthe Un ited States. 
The study participants were recruited upon adm issio n through use of randoml y generated 
room assignments concealed inside an envelope prepared by a different team member. 
The sLudy sample consisted of 64 conveniently selected patients age 50 and older 
and screened as high ri sk for fa lling (greater than 45 on the MFS). Sample size 
determination was conducted in consultation with the University stati stician. Sample s ize 
was determined using a population estimation, and e mploying differe ntial proportions 
SamplePower software (Borenstein, 2000) for a power of .80 and alpha of .05, and a 
large effect s ize. Effect size was estimated using res ults :fi·om a previous pilot study 
conducted by the primary investigator (PI). A five pe rcent attrit ion rate was built in. 
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A random computer generated room assignment contained in a sealed envelope 
was used to randomize eligible subjects who vo luntarily consented to participate in the 
study in blocks of sixteen. The PL was blinded to the random room assignment contained 
inside the sealed envelopes. T he randomization in blocks of sixteen was done so that for 
every sixteen patients rando mized, eight participants were assigned to t he FPRs and an 
equal number assigned to the RRs. Thus, the design was balanced with 32 in the 
experimental group (assigned to FPR beds) and 32 in the control group (assigned toRR 
beds). 
The sample was recruited from a medical-surgical acute care unit. Ninety percent 
of a ll patients admitted to the 25-bed study unit were at high risk for falls (greater than 45 
on the MFS). This generated a sufficient number of patients for randomized block 
sampling. On average the unit maintained a 98 % occupancy rate and length of stay 
varied from I. 0 to 42 bed days of care (BDOC). T he inclusion criteria for the study 
population were: (a) age 50 and older, (b) patients with a score of 45 and greater on the 
MF , (c) English speaking. (d) admitted in-patients with hospi ta l stay of a minimum of 
se en days, (e) patients who consented verbally ru1d in w1itten form to participate in the 
study, and (t) patients admitted in tbe unit setting that met study eli g:i bi lity albeit. with 
various medical-surgical diagnoses and in varying degrees of rehabilita tion. The 
exclusion criteria were (a) patients with known cognitive impaim1ents or mental health 
problems that would significantly impair their abili ty to respond to the questions and 
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adhere to instructions. and (b) patients who might have consented initially but could 
refuse to be fo llowed-up for the seven-day duration of the study. 
Protection of Human Subjects 
Applications were submitted and were duJy approved bythe Institutional Review 
Boards (IRB) at Baylor Col.lege of Medicine (BCM) (see Appendix D), Michael E. 
DeBakey Veterans AHairs Medical Center (MEDVAMC) (see Appendix D). and Texas 
Woman's Universi ty (TWU) in Houston (exempt review) prior to beginning of data 
collection (see Appendix D). Participants were given complete and informed written and 
verbal consent prior to participation (see Appendix F). Confidentiality and anonymity 
were maintained using a coding system and all study materials and documents were 
protected in a locked cabinet within a secure office. 
Risks of the study inc luded pa1ticipant fatigue or discomfort during time of 
follow-up interview for a seven-day duration. Benefits of the study included personal 
knowledge of the patient's risk for fal ling, information about strategies for tall 
prevention. and additional attention given by tbe principal investigator dtrring follow-up. 
Instrwnents 
Several instruments were used for this study. The .MFS screened patients for their 
propensity for falling. The DDF was used to collect personaJ data such as age race, or 
medical diagnosis. The ESC was used to ensure that safety devices and eqLLipments were 
present in the FPRs. The HFIRF was used as a written document of a faU occurrence 
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during the seven-day hospita lization. The pat ient's subj ecti ve rep01t of tall was also used 
to corroborate and/or report a fall event during the seven-day duration of hospital stay. 
Afar ·e Fall Scale (MFS) 
The MFS was used as the high risk fo r falJ screening instrument in rlris study. 
This scale screened patients who were imperi led for falling and consisted of six items that 
were Lhen scored independently from zero to 30 (see Appendix E). It rated tbree levels of 
fall risks with corresponding nursing interventions. T he cutotTscore for this study was 45 
and greater to designate the greater likelihood for hospita l falls. The hjgh risk for fall 
level required primary prevention nursing interventions (Morse, 1997). A recent study 
conducted in Hongkong by C how and associates (2007) evaluated the MFS utility in 
examining lhe fall-ri sk of hospitalized Chinese pa tients. The in vestigators pertom1ed 
reliabi li ty tests on internal consistency, item anaJys is . inter-rater. and test-retest reliability 
of the MFS using a cross-sectional design in three rchabil ilation hospitals among 954 
conveniently sampled medical and geri atric patie nts. Chow and associates C:W07) Jound 
that discriminative va lidity measurements of the MFS were 3 I %sens itivity and 83% 
specificity when the score was based on a cutoff point of 45. Lnter-rater re liability showed 
an excellent ICC value of0.97 (95%. C) 0. 9-1-0.98) as well as a commendable 
repcalabiJity of ICC value of0.98 (95%. Cl 0.98-0.99). The elevated inte r-rater 
reliability (r 0. 97) or the MFS implied tbat tJ1e ins trumen t was effortless and 
uncomplicated for the users to apply and utilize in the clinical settin g . Thus. the MFS was 
considered reliable in terms of stability and consistency. However, item analysis showed 
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minima l reli abili ty index by the Cronbach's alpha coefficient (0.26), with a low LO 
moderate correlati on of the various items (Chow e t al., 2007). Meanwhile, Morse, Morse. 
and Tylko (1989) cited the fo llowing discriminative va li dity scores ofthe MFS, which 
were; 72 %sensitivity and 51 %specificity. Other validity scores reported were; 5 J % 
accuracy. 38 % positive pred ictive value. 8 1 % negative predictive value. and 30 % 
prevalence (Morse, Morse. & Tylko, 1989). Othe r quantitative sco res rep011ed were 82.9 
% effortless utili ty and 54 % rapid scoring at approximately 120 seconds (Morse, Morse, 
& Tylko, 1989). The inter-rater reliabil ity and discriminate analysis were found Lo be 
sati sfactory in the validation of the instrument. According to Morse ( 1997). measureme nt 
ofthe in ter-rater reliability of the six-iLem scale was 0.96 and testing was able to 
accurately classify 78% of the ex.rperimental group and 83% of the control group. 
However. the value of the alpha coejjicienl in Morse's initial study was low at 0.16 
(Morse. M orse & Tylko. 1989). 
Demog raphic Data Form (DDF) 
The DD.F was used to record age. race. gender. admission and discharge dates. 
hospital stay. mcdical/sw·gical diagnosis. MFS score. assistive devices used, and 
participant 's code num ber (see Appendix i\2). 
Equipment Safety Checklist (ESC) 
The ESC was used to meas uL"e "!he FPR. lt contained 10 m~jor classifications of 
do mains under which were listed various envi ronme ntal hospital para phernalia. The total 
score w as 5 l. The ESC score was calculated by adding aJ I the items checked once daily 
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by the PT. The possible range of score is 0-S l , w ith 51 indicating the highest possible 
score. Not all ofthe equipments were present if the patient did not require or need a 
particular device (i.e .. rv pole because no lV medications or sol utions were ordered). 
There had not been any published reliability or validity conducted in regards to the ESC 
to date as this tool had only been primarily used as a checklist. The ESC was adapted 
from the Fall Prevention Module (2001) used by the U.S. Department ofVA Hospita l in 
Tampa, F lorida. However, two experts involved in extensive fall studies at the 
commencement of the study reviewed content validity of the ESC. 
Hospital Fall incident Report Form (HFJRF) 
Tbe HFJRF (see Appendix AJ) was objectively reviewed to calculate actual fall 
incidents as witnessed and recorded by the staff. It described the circumstances of the fall 
incident and other demographic data. Thjs fom1 was completed each time a patient fell 
during his or her hospi talization. IL contained a number of questions designed to uncover 
c irc umstances. conditions, and characteristics of each situation associated with the fa ll 
events . Information about the patienfs diagnosis, demographics, medications in the 
previous 24 hours. extent of injury, and other circumstances surrounding the fall were 
recorded. Moreover, the staff that completed the fom1 was asked to state an opinion on 
whether the fall could have been prevented and how it cou ld have been prevented. 
Data Collection 
Upon admission, the patient was evaluated for fall risk by lhe admitting staff 
using the MFS. Patients who scored 45 and greater were considered hig h-risk lor falls. 
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The PI then requested verbal and written consents for study participation from the 
eligible patient. Afterwards, a sealed envelope w ith a randomly placed room assignment 
was opened by any staff in the unit, and only the n would the eligible subject be randomly 
assigned either to either the experimental group to be placed in an avai lable FPR bed, or 
to lhe control group to be assigned in an avai lable RR bed. The control group received 
usual care for fall prevent ion. All participants received verbal and written instruction on 
fall prevention upon arrival to the unit. which was the standard of care. Block 
randomization of patients was contingent upon the availability of beds in the FPR. Thus. 
when all the eight FPR beds were occupied. enrollment in both the control and 
experimental groups was temporarily stopped, until a FPR bed then became available. 
Data collection was perfom1ed from June to cptember 2008. 
Participant Enrollment and Assignme/11 
A convenience sample of 120 enrollees w ho were admitted in the study unit and 
met e ligibility criteria were verba lly requested to participate in the s tudy. Of the 120 
participants. nine patients (9 %) declined participation. and 47 (-12 %) did not stay the 
requisite seven-day follow-up for various reasons for both groups. Of the 47 who failed 
seven-day retention, 19 (-10 %) were assigned in the experimental g roup and 28 (60 %) 
were assigned to the contro l group. Patients w ho did not meet retention criterion of 
seven-day hospitalization included those pruticipanls who were transferred to critical care 
o r o ther units {11 = 2: -1 %) , died (n = 1; 2 %), had emergent surgery (n = 1:2 %). or 
discharged home in Jess than a week (n = -13: 9 J %). Sixty-four partic-ipants (58 %) 
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consented both in verbal and written consents, stayed fo r seven days. and, thus were 
a na lyzed. There was equal number of participants in the control (n = 32:50 %) and 
experimental groups (n = 32: 50 %). Those who were discharged earl ier than the 
requisite fo llow-up of seven-day hospitalizatio n for both groups happened during, second 
(n = 6: 13 %). third (n = 9: 19 %). fourth (n = 9: 19 %). fifth (n = 13: 28 %). and sixth 
(n = I 0: 21 %) days respect ively of follow-up assessment. Forty-seven participants did 
not meet retention criterion for an attrition rate of 42 %. These participants were then 
excluded from data analysis. Specific enrollmen t breakdown is presented in Figure 2. 
Study Participa nt Algorithm 
I No. assessed e lig ib ility: 120 I 
No. excluded: 9 
No. refused to part icipme: 9 
-
No. block randomization: Ill 
No. assigned to receive FPR: 51 No. assigned to rece ive RR: 60 
No. received intervention No. received intervention 
as assigned : 5 1 as ass igned : 60 
I 
No. lost to fo llow-up: 19 No. losr to follow-up: 28 
Reason: discharge < 7 day LOS: 19 Reason: discharge < 7 day LOS 
Reason/s other than ea rly discharge: 
death, surgery. transfer to other units 
I I 
No. included in analys is: 32 No. included in analysis: 32 
No. excluded from ana lys is: 19 No. excluded fi·om analysis: 28 
Reason: < 7 day LOS Reason: < 7 day LOS 
Figure 2. Profile of Randomized Controlled Study Participants 
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T reatment of Data 
The software SPSS version 15.0 was utilized for data management and analysis. 
Descriptive sta ti s tics appropriate for the level of measurement was conducted. The 
demographic data that included age. gender. and ethnicity of participants were a nalyzed 
by means and standa rd deviations. Fisher's Exact Probabi lity Test analyzed the nwnber 
of fallers and nonfalle rs between the control and experimental groups. 
Pilot Study 
1\ randomized controlled pilot study tested the effectiveness of an envi ronmental 
primary prevention intervention in the fonn of FPR among 30 subjects assessed as high-
risk for fall s (score 45 and greater on the MFS), aged 50 and over and admitted to a large 
VA hospita l located in the Southwest U.S. me tropolis. A two-group prospective, fo ur 
block-randomized design using concealed assigmnem to fPR w itJJ a fourteen-day lo llo\v-
up assessment was used. Daily follow-up v isits Cor the fourteen day length of stay (LOS) 
were perfonned by the PI to check the integTity of the FPR. 
Out of 30 randomly-assigned subjects, 29 were analyzed. One participant was 
discharged curlier than the requi site fourteen-day LOS, and thus, was not included. A 
f-isher·s Exact Probabi li ty Test comparing fallers and non-falJe rs and FPR versus routine 
care groups was conducted. While the result showed no significant statistica l difference 
( two-tail = p 0.168). the clinical signilicancc of tallcrs. assigned to regular care, 13.7% 
(n - .f) versus a fa ller ass igned to fPR J. -1 %. (n = 1) might be more meaningful. T he 
Jack or 'ignilicant results was likely due to the small sample s ize used in the pilot. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purpose of this randomized controlled study was to test the effectiveness of 
an environmenta l primary prevention intervention in the fonn of FPR for older 
hospitalized patients at high risk for falling. One hundred twenty eligible participants 
were convenientl y recruited to participate in the study. A total of 111 (93 %) participants 
gave verbal and written consents. Nine participants (7 %) declined participation. All 
participants were randomly assigned to either a standard hosphal room or FPR. Fall status 
was gathered throug h the Hospital Fall Incident Report Fonn (I-IFIRF) and self-reports. 
/\ t the seven-day fo llow-up period, 64 pmiicipants remained for a 58 % retention rate. Of 
the 47 who did no t complete the seven-day hospitalization, 44 participants were 
ui scharged before complet ion or the seven-day fo llow-up period· two were transferred lO 
other units, and one died. Twenty-eight of lhe dropped participants were in the control 
group and 19 were in the experimenta l gToup (see Table 5). The demographics and 
diagnoses of the 47 excluded partic ipants were not significantly different fi·om those 
panicipants reta ined for the study sample. Both groups were predominately male and 
white with a mean age of 64 years. This chapter includes a descri ption of the sample and 
reports the study findings. 
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Table 5 
Total 
Number of Days n % n % n % 
2 2 4 % 4 9 % 6 13 % 
3 3 6 % 6 13 % 9 19 % 
4 0 0 % 9 19 % 9 19 % 
5 6 13 % 7 15% 13 28% 
6 8 17% 2 4 % 10 21 % 
Total 19 40% 28 60 % 47 100% 
Descript ion of the Sample 
Sample Description 
Six ty-four participants who met e ligibility criteria and comple1ed tbe seven-day 
lollow-up were used for the final analysi s. The two groups were evenly matched with 32 
JXIrticipanL<; in each g roup. Sample frequencies of the study variables ofboth groups are 
presented in Table 4. ~n1e m<:~jority or the participants were wh ite males. 60-69 years of 
age. There were two females in the control group only and both groups had a matching 
identical racial ethnic ities (see Table 6). The mean age ort.he experimental group 
participants was 64 (.",'D 9.13) which was a yea r younger than the control group mean of 
65 (SD 8.38) . The participants were diagnosed with 41 difierent medical and surgical 
cond itions. or which knee and hip arthrop lasties and stroke were the most predominant. 
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Two or less partic ipants were reported in seven of the diagnosis categories (Appendix G). 
"n1e majori ty of the participants were ambulatory and most were prescri bed rehabihtative 
therapy. The maj o ri ty o f participants used assistiw devices, such as manual wheelchairs 
electri c scooters and Rollator wa lkers. There were a total of four faJiers in the samp le. 
Table 6 
S'ample Frequencies: Age, Gender. Race. Hospital Stay & Fall Status (N = 6-1) 
Variable ExperimentaJ Group Control Group Total Frequencies 
(n = 32) (n = 32) ( = 64) 
n % n % 11 % 
Gender 
Male "/ _,_ 50% 30 47% 62 97% 
Female 0 0% ') 3% 2 3% 
Race 
White 18 28% 18 28% 36 56% 
Blad. 12 19 % 1::! 19% 24 38% 
llis panic 2 3% ') 3% 4 6% 
/\ge \lkan(SD) 64 (9. 13) 65 (8.38) 64.39 (8.94) 
50-59 12 19% 6 9% 18 28% 
60-69 9 14 % 19 30% 28 44% 
70-79 10 16% 4 6% 14 22% 
80 and over 1% 
.., 
..) 5% 4 6% 
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Table 6 (continued). 
Diagnosis 
}(nee Arthroplasty 8 l3% 6 9 % 14 22% 
Hip Artl1roplasty 5 8% 3 5% 8 13 % 
Stroke 6 9% 5 8 % 11 17 % 
Osteoarthritis 1 % 2 3% .., 5% .) 
Al l others 12 19% 16 25% 28 43% 
Fall Status 
Fa llers 2% .., 5% 4 6% .) 
Non-f-allers 3 1 48% 29 45% 60 94% 
J\ssistive Devices 
Wh~.;e l chairs 20 31 % 14 22% 34 53% 
Scooters 2% 6 9% 7 11 % 
WaiJ...crs 12 19% II 17% ,.,. ... _..) 36% 
Projile oft he Fallers and Circums/anc:es of /·"'all 
There were three fallers in the control group and one faller in the experimental 
group (sec Table 7). J\11 or the fa llers sustained negligible injuries. 
The first faller in the control group was male. whi te. 76 years old. and was 
d iagnosed wi th rectal hemorrhage. fIe scored 95 on the MSf- a nd fell at 6:00a.m. on the 
second day of admission while getting out of bed to go to the bathroom. The fall was 
reported in the Hospita l fall Incident Report Form (HrTRF), and s ubsequen tly validated 
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by patient 's self-report. The second faller was also male, white, 55 years old, <md was 
diagnosed with alcohol abuse. He scored 55 on the MSF and fell at 9:00a.m. on the third 
day of admission whi le attempting to transfer from chair to bed. The fa ll was documented 
in the l lf71R_F and subsequently val idated by patient's sclf-repm1. The third and fina l 
laller in the control g roup was male. 65 years old. J lispanic, and was diagnosed wilh 
neuro-syphilis. He scored 50 on the MSF and fell at 2:00p.m. w hile he was gettin g out of 
bed to ambulate. The fa ll was reported by the patient. The staff !'ailed to wTite up the 
reported fall event and no HfiRF generated. 
The lone fa ller from the experimental group was male. white, 77 years old, and 
had a le n total knee arthroplasty. He scored 50 on the iVlFS and fell at 10:00 p.m. on the 
fourth day of admission while attempting to transfer from bed to wheelchair without 
ass istance. The lall was documented in the HFIRfo and subsequently validated by 
paticnt·s self-report. 
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Table 7 
Demogmphic Clwracreristics ~~/"Fullers: Pm.file r?f Fullers and Circlmlsfances (?f Falls (n = -1) 
Faller Group Age Sex Race MSF Fall Day and Place ADL at Time of Medical Diagnos is Report 
Score Time of Fall Fall 
E 77 M w 50 Fomth day Bedside Transfer from bed SIP left total HFIRf 
10pm to knee arthroplasty 
chair 
v-.2 
00 
c 76 M w 95 Second day Bedside Getting OOB to Rectal bleed HFlRF 
6am bathroom 
3 c 6 1 M w 55 Third day Bedside Transfer from chair Alcohol abuse HFlRF 
9am bed 
4 c 65 M H 50 Seventh day Bedside Getting OOB to Neuro-syphillis Self-
2pm Walk repmt 
Key: C = Control; E = Experimental; OOB = Out of bed; HFIRF = Hospital Fall Incident Repmt form 
Compariso11 ofFa/1 Rates: Sample. Selling. and Hospital during Data Collection Period 
The data collection period for thi s study transpired from June to September, 2008. 
During that time, the institution generated two quarterly fa ll rate reports that were broken 
down by service. T he study unit conta ined two specialized serv ices; neuro logy and 
rehabilitation respectively. The overall two-quaJ1er fall rate was 3 % for the instit ution, 
G% for the combined unjt, and 6% fo r the study participants (see Table 8). 
"!'able 8 
Third and Fourth Quarters (1008) Fall Rates by fnstitution, Specialty Sen ,ices. and Study 
Crou!]_ Assignment 
Fall rates (Jrd & 4th q uarters 2008) Freque nc ies 
f % 
Ins titution *(BDOC = 7.200) 216 3.0% 
Specialty service (combined N = 384) ,.., ~..) 6.0 % 
curology (n = 200) 10 5.0% 
Rehabil itation (n = 184) 13 7. 1 % 
. tucly (N = 64) 4 6.3% 
1 ~xpcrimcntal group (n = 32) 3 .1 % 
(\)ntrol group (n = 32) 3 9.4 % 
* BDOC - Bed Days of Care 
find ings 
Research Hypothesis 
This random ized controlled study tested the effectiven ess of an environmental 
primary prevention intervention in the fo rm of FPR among high-risk for fall s elderly 
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patients in the hospital and addressed the tollowing research hypothesis: Hospitali zed 
putien1s. aged 50 o r o lde r wbo scored 45 and greater on the MFS would report lower falls 
Juring a seven-day hospital stay when assigned to FPRs than comparable hospitalized 
patients assigned to standard rooms. 
A one-ta iled Fisher's Exact Test was conducted on the 64 participants to assess 
'"bether the proportion of fall ers was less in the experimental group than in the control 
gro up (see Table 9). This statistical test was used because the expected frequency cotmt 
in Lwo of the fou r cells was less than five. Test results were not significant. (p = 0.306). 
Thus. the null hypothesis was retained and there were no s ignificant di1Ierences between 
the participants assigned to the FPRs and those placed in the RRs. 
Tahle 9 
Fisher ·s Erac! Test he1ween Fallers & NonFallers in Tvvo-Group Design (N = 6.f.) 
Sample Expe1imenta l Group (n = 32) Control Group (n = 32) 
Fallers 
on-railers 31 
Total 32 
Fisher' s Exact Test 
Summary of the Findings 
.... 
.) 
29 
"? 
-' -
p = 0.306 
This randomized two-group study examined the effectiveness of FPRs among 111 
hospitalized patients, aged 50 or older who were admitted in a combined neUTology and 
rehabilitation units. and who scored 45 and greater on the MSF. Sixty four participants 
met all el igibility c ri teria and were analyzed. In this predominantly whi te male gro up. 
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most participants were 60-69 years of age with some type ofmedieal and surg ical 
diagnoses. There were fo ur fallers. three in the control group and one in the treatment 
group. There was no stati stical significance between the two groups as measured by one-
tai led Fisher's Exact test. Therefore, the s tudy hypothesis was not supported. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY OF THE STUDY 
This randomized controlled study tested the effect iveness of an environmen ta l 
primary fa ll prevention intervention in older hospitalized patients at tisk for falling. This 
c hapter summarizes the study with discussio n of lindings, conclusions. implications for 
nursing practice, and recommendations for further study. 
Discuss ion of Findings 
The Ne uma n System 's Mode l (NSM) was used as a theoretical framework to 
~'amine the effecti veness o r a fall prevention room (FPR) as a primary prevention 
intcncntion in mitiga ting falls. The FPR tested in this study was designed as a primary 
prc\cntion inten e n lion and was designed to strengthen the system's flexible lines of 
defense and prevent fall s and fa ll related injuries . Wh il e the part icipants who used the 
FPR did have fewer fall s than those in a conventional environment, the diftcrence was 
not s igni licant. 
The c study resul ts run contrary to the major bulk of the cited literature. which 
reported that tall inc idents. could be s ubs tantially lowered by initiating and implement ing 
various moda lities Cor fall reducti on. Use of fall preventive devices and equipmen t that 
inc luded low beds , bed a larms. hipsters. non-skid socks. non-skid slippers, non-skid 
shower mat. quick-dry ing slippers. non-skid tl oo r cushion were all reponed to lower fall 
ra tes (Chang e l a l. , 2004; Haines, Benne !, Osbomc. & Hill, 2 004). These dev ices were 
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very simjlar to the devices and equipment used in the FPR. Quigley et al. (2009) reported 
that the use of protecti ve bundles such as hip protectors, bedside floor mats, and 
adjustable-height beds in a VA hospital decreased the number of fa lls and fall-re lated 
injuries on two m edical-surgical units. 
Environmental modifications similar to the ones instituted in this study were 
i()und to be effective in studies by Z imring and Ul rich (2004), and HaJfon, Eggli . Van 
Melle. and Vagnair (200 1) and the Hathaway group (2001) . Halfon e1 al. (2001 ) repmied 
tha t 32 %of the s f ips reported could have been forestalled with use of non-skid footwear. 
In this study. all the participants were issued protective footwear such as non-s kid socks 
fo llowing hospi ta l protocol. In addition. those participants assigned to the FPR were 
provided \vith quick-dryjng shower slippers and non-skid regular slippers. 
In this study. those assigned in the FPR had non-skid ba throom floor mats. Fonda 
and associates (2006) reported that ex trins ic environmenta l modi1ications that included 
non-slip toilet noor. showed 19% less fa ll s per 1.000 BDOC (12.5 v 10.1 , p 0.001 ) and a 
consequential impressive 77% reduc tion or rail-related injury rate during the study 
pe riod. The same study also 1ound that bed sensors and low beds, decreased Jall rates. Jn 
th is study. Lhe partic ipants assigned to the FPR had additional equipment instal.led 
including low beds and bed alarms. 
A number o f factors might have played a role in the results. Fall prevention 
measures were d ictated by hospital protocol and availability of mectical devices and 
appliances. In particular, tbe number of pieces of equjpment was not homogenous 
because the study setting dictated the regimen prescribed for each individual patient. For 
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example, a patie nt tmdergoing lV microbial therapy had use for IV stands, whereas those 
who were adm itted for rehabi litation therapy did not use IV stands. Hospital stay was 
also problematic. Forty-seven participants who were discharged earlier than the approved 
seven-day follow-up were not retained in the study though inclusion of these cases would 
not have influenced results, as none of the 4 7 early discharges was fallers. 
One ma_io r tactor that could have intluenced th is fmding was the small sample 
size that completed the requisite seven-day hospitalization. A lthough Ill were emolled, 
only 64 participants were retained and subsequently analyzed. Since the overall fall rate 
for the study was so small with a total of four falls, it was difficult to discern an 
appreciable diffe rence in the one fa iJ for the experimental group as opposed to the three 
la ll s for the contro l group. f wthermore . there were a number of environmental protective 
appointments such as bed controls at fingertips, movable hand rails, and bed trapezes in 
the regular rooms in accordance to standard hospital protocoL Thus the fact that thi s 
siUdy found no di lferences ar-nong ta ll ra tes when other studjes did is likely due to a small 
·ample size. the smal l number of fa.llcrs, and in the extremely protected external 
env ironment encounte red within the VA system. The high extent of existing cultme of 
safe ty within the VA system (ar surpassed the safety programs compared to civilian 
hospitals. 
Therefore. while no significant differences were found between the FPR and RR. 
the FPR might yet be further tested as a feasible environmental intervention in mitigating 
tal Is by using a larger sample size or in a different environment that did not have as many 
protective bundles a lready in place. 
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Conclus ions 
The use of a fal l prevention room as opposed to a standard patient room as an 
intervention to reduce falls was not s ta ti stical ly validated . Within the limitations and 
based on the results of this s tudy the following conclusions were derived: 
1. The fall prevention room was not successful in reducing the number of in-patient 
fall s. 
2. The characteristics of the fallers mirrored the characteristics of the study sample. 
3. The small sample size and the small number of faJls affected study outcomes. 
-J.. fhe fall rate in the study unit was reduced by 3 % for the experimental group 
compared to the unit fall rate as a who le. 
lmrliea tions for ursing Practice 
The implicatio ns sugge ted by thi s s tudy are: 
I . Environmenta l protections. uch as those generally found in the VA hospital system 
and spec ifica ll y incorporated into a fa ll prevention room serve to keep the fall rates 
low. 
2. Reductions in fall rates by environmental modificatio ns such as FPR have economic 
.., 
_1 . 
benefits that o ffse t the expense of s uch modifications . 
hortcr length of hospitalization may be feasible when falls are prevented . 
Recommenda tions for Future Study 
The fo llow ing recommendations are made for ftu1her research: 
1. Study repl ication that increases the sample to a minjmum of 350 to provide boost 
power. 
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'> Study replication that utilizes bed days of care (BDOC) or patient days of 
hospitalization instead of actual patients for sample. 
3. Study repl ica tion us ing ot11er hospital specialty settings, such as orthopedic or 
psychiatric units, and including o lder female parti cipants. 
4. Future studies to test additional fa ll prevention personal equipments other than used 
in this study, such as fa ll t-sh.irts. hip shields, lap, vest or shoulder restraints. 
5. Future studies to assess other fa ll-prevention protocols such as use of 24 hour 
bedside-sitters provided by family/friends or institution, hourly-rounding by staff, or 
electronic video-record ing. 
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2. Demographic Data form (DDF) 
3. Hospital Fa ll Incident Report Form (HFJRF) 
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I . E U I PM ENT SAFETY CHECKLIST (ESC) 
t:qui pment Safety Checklist 
Wheelchairs 
Brakes Secures chair when upplk:d 
Arm Rest Detaches easily for tran~ler., 
Leg Rest Adj u::.t.-; ~~Sily 
Foot Pedals Fold easily so that patient ma) stand 
Wheels Arc not bent or warped 
Anti-tip Devices l n~talled. placed in proper position 
Electric Wheelchairs/Scooters 
Speed • ct at IOI\ C~ I setting 
llorn Works propcrl) 
Electrical Wires al\! not exposed 
Beds 
ide Rails 
Wheels 
BrcaJ...s 
Mechanics 
Tmnstcr Bars 
01er-bcd I able 
IV Poles/Stands 
Pole 
Wh~:cls 
tand 
Foot tool · 
Leg~ 
rop 
Ca II Bells/Lights 
Opcrmional 
Aecc~siblc 
\\'aiJ..er~/Canl'S 
"iccurc 
Commodt' 
Wheel:-
Brc!aks 
Gcri/Broda Chairs 
Chair 
Rabc and lower easi ly 
Secure 1\hcn up 
Roll/turn ca:sli}', do not s tick 
Sccur~~ the ned lirml)' ''hen upplicd 
I Ieight adjusts casil) (if applicable) 
Sturd}. allachcd properly 
Wheels linn l) locked 
Po~it ioned on "all-side o f bed 
Raiscsllo11Crs easily 
Roll casil~ and wm freely. do not stick 
tab!\!. docs not tip eas ily (should be lhc point base) 
Rubhcr skid pwtcctors o n all teet 
Stead) - Jocs not rock 
Non-sl-id ~urla<:t: 
Oulsidc tlllllr light 
ounds at nursing stalion 
Ro•lm number appt:urs on Lhc monitor 
Intercom 
Room panel signal.;; 
Accessible in bathroom 
Within reach while patient is in bed 
Rubber tips in good condit ion? 
Uni t is stable 
Roll/tum ca'il}. do not stil:b.. 
Arc \\Cig.hh:d ;uH.lnot .. top hc<tv} ·· 11 hen a patient is s itting on it 
Sc.:urc commode 11hcn appli.:J 
Located on h:vcl surt~ce t<> minimi/C risk of tipping 
Wheels Rollflurn easily, do not stick 
Breaks Applied when chair •s stationa~ 
S.:curc chair fi rmly when applied 
FoNplate Removed \\hen chair is placed in a non-tilt or non-rt:clined position 
Removed during transtcrs 
Po!>itioning Chair i:. po~itio~cd in proper amount of tilt to prevent sliding or falling forward 
Tra) Secure 
Ra throom on-skid Mat 
Floonnat ·ecurc 
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2. DEMOGRA PHIC DATA FORM (DDF) 
Demographic Data Form Code # 
---
Name Last 4 Date ofBir1h 
----
Address I lome phone 
------
Additional Contacts Name Phone 
- ----
Caregiver [I] Yes Name Relationship: (relarive. friend. VNA) 
[2] No/none 
Participant Demographic Pro ti le Form 
Directions: Please jill in or circle the appropriate blanks/variables: 
Date: Pf initials 
- - ---
Randomized to: ll] (Experimental Gro up _ _ 
12] Control Group __ 
Age: __ [I] (50-55) 
__ l2J (56-60) 
__ [3 1 (61-65) 
--f41 (66-70) 
__ ISJ (71-75) 
__ l6J (76-80) 
__ l7J (8 1-85) 
--f8 J (86 -90) 
__ [9 19 1 and above) 
Sex: II ] M __ [21 F __ 
Hospital Stay: f 7 days} 
Admission Date: -- --/-----/-----(month /day/year) 
Discharge DaLe: -----/------/-------(month/day/year) 
Ethnicity: [I I Caucasian/White __ 
[2] African-American/ Black _ _ 
13 1 Hispanic-American __ 
141 Asian-American __ 
[5 J Indian -Americans __ (from India) 
[6J Native Americans __ (Ind ians) 
[7 1 Other 
Medical/Surgical Diagnosis: 
[ I] HTN _ 
[2] DM __ 
(3 J Parkinson's Disease __ 
f-+j Stroke 
fSI Others 
Ambulatory: [lJ Yes __ 
[2 j No _ _ Why: __ 
Assis tivc Device: [1] Yes __ \VhaL. __ _ 
[2] No 
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3. Hospitallncident Report Form (HFIRF): page I 
~ Department of Veterans Affairs 
REPORT OF SPECIAL INCIDENT INVOLVING A BENEFICIARY 
---- -·. ------ --
~AHD~NCir~·,,..~,.S----
1 Ow1N1 S:>UY ME 
, 0 UAI( A• D ,._. REP-!:~r£::1 
0 
·- - - - ---· ·------·-- - -
0 ~~PORTtilliV '-'HYSJCI.-,'1 
0 REFURrED TC ••<BY 
,"/,.,. •-~:.- o~/J,IU'f 
Cl i'IICAl OlRFCTOR 
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---- ------
llt:I'OitT OF S PF.CIAL 1:\t:lllf:NT 
VA FORM 
FE!; 10)0 
10-2633 
Hospital Incident Report Fonn (HFIRF): page 2 
Ja 10· 
00.1( 
3b E Utn'('lOT [l NO riJR7iiE.R AC fM'>"IItiDK:ATFO D , ..,VFSIGATJC'>N f~OIC~lCO 
t$1tfS II\(.JUCI.I'rffE~'fO vA.CE'NTRAlOFnef~NOI:~S~"ER/,sEcTiOf,.A :>M&SS.;PPLEMf:NTr..P- 1 ?AR1t1 
Uves U No 
MTC 
4 ! TO· 
D NO 't\.;Rlti£ot~CI80HH.E(J..MU:C 
0 4CTIINGASCHAIRPERSO-.t COM-'£ .. EA80AitOOfu.v£$T•CAT10H ..... ~ rv.oontrPttLMGERS '·'·H-· w'"""H .,_.,.~, 
LUM NE. Vlo,1NESSES. ~NO Su_B,_IIT_fOO_ :t REYORT ANt) J.tEC_O_MJ._ 1E __ NDA1 _ ' )N_;s_· _o _•.lt BY_---,-=--------
5 1 TO 
J::HAT\JR£ ..... OTITLC ~ « , .. >.'>;"-WI 
t1irl'ct t)r-
nt'MRKS 
6 TO: rt <J~io ~t al Oirl-.:fpr ( l OBi\· ) 
..;.('lt.t'"l- \TS AIH• tlfCON~lli~UAlJOH~ 
TO. llir•t·CICH' 
:Jt,r[ 
10-2633 
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"'vhtN'tc'lf -r.:l\ th •o::r-rr .. n 1\tl· • n-,.;(11.,"1('11 A.,~,,f · t~.,..h·~•·r"'"1"t:'"' • 
o._t:JIIIII! 1\,:I'M.IokJII~~Iht .. ht:t...:!Kiol}~- • ----•• 
I)IJ,. h:r." .;:~~~ J rcl.;n<\1 .. ,,,,,,.,,.~.., o:p•l " .~It: r. ,.,..,:.. .. uj "''' 'the h•lt.•"' tn~ 
4..'1. ltlDl'!W" :llld 1\."\.\""'ftCfkJ.I'IO.!O~ . 
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Table I 
DeJlnJriom <~lFu/1 and Compari.wns ro rhis Study 
First Year Similarities anu Detinitions of Fall 
Author 
Differences 
Aizen 2007 Similar ''An incident in which a patient suddenly and involw1tarily came to rest 
upon the ground or smface lower than their original station'' (p. 3). 
Berg 1997 Different " Losing your balance such that you r bands, arms, knees, buttocks or 
body touch or hit the ground or floor'' (p. 262). 
Canadian 2002 Similar "An unintentional change in position where the elder ends up on the 
T nstitute Door or ground" (p. 164). 
for Health 
Information 
Table I (continued). 
Carter 2002 OiiTerent ··]nndve rtently coming to rest on the ground or other lower level with or 
"' ithout loss or consciousness and other than as the consequence of 
sudden onset of paralysis. epileptic seizure, excess alcohol intake or 
overwhelming extcmal force'' (p. 999). 
Centers for 2008 Different ' ·Injury received when a person descends abruptly due to the force of 
Disease grav ity and strikes a SLu-face at the same or lower lever ' (CDC, 2008). 
Control (CDC) 
-o 
...... 
Kellogg 1987 Similar A fall is an event which results in a person coming to rest inadvertently 
lntemational on the ground or other lower level and other than as a consequence of the 
Work GToup following: sustaining a violent blow. loss of consciousness. sudden onset 
of paralysis, as in a stroke, or an epileptic seizure. (p. 4) 
Table 1 (continued). 
Lamb 2005 Similar '·An unexpected event in which the participants come lo rest on the 
ground. noor, or lower level'' (p. 16 19). 
Lane 1999 Similar "The experience ol' hospitalized adults changing posture in a downward 
di rection suddenly and involuntarily'' (p. 38). 
Means 1996 Similar .. Any involuntarily change from a position of bipedal supp01t (standing, 
walking, bending. reaching, etc.) to a position of no longer being 
supported by both feet. accompanied, by (partial or full) contact with the 
'D ground or floor·· (p. I 032). 
N 
Tideiksaar 2002 DitTerent .. Any event in which a person inadvertently or intentionally comes to 
rt:st on the ground or another lower level such as a chair, toilet or bed" 
(p. 15). 
Williams 2007 Similar "An unplanned descent to the fl oor by a patient or visitor" (p . 3 19). 
Table 2 
Co11ssement 's Meta-A nalysis: Comf!_ari.wm of Eight Studies Trials hJ!.. Design. llllervemions. Outcome Variables. & Results 
First Design N 1 ntcrvent ions Patient Outcome Variables Results 
Author Type Dmation Fal ls Fallers(%) 
Year 
Bischoff RCT 122 Calcium and 12 (per person/wk) Control: 30.0 Not 
2003 Vitamin 0 weeks Control: 0.08: Experimental: 22.6 significant 
Expe1imental: 0.03 
\0 Donald RCT 54 Flooring 9 (per person/mo) Control: 03.8 Statistically VJ 
2000 (carpet vs. months Control: 0.00 Expetimental: 25 significant 
vinyl) Experimental: 0.04 
Haines RCT 626 Alert card. 10 (per 100 obd) Control: 22.5 Statistically 
2004+ Tlip months Conb·ol: 1.61 Experirnenta I: I 7.4 sign ificant 
protector Experim t!ntal: 1.12 
after 45 days 
Table 2 (cominued). 
Healey RCT 1.654 Environmental 1 (per I 00 obd) Not available Not 
2004+ review year Control: 1.92 calculated 
Experimental: 1.3 
Mayo RCT 134 lD I Not available Control: 30.4 Not 
1994+ bracelet year Experimental: significant 
41.5 
Schwencl i mann CT 409 Envi ronmental 4 (per l 00 obd) Control: 11.8 Not 
\0 2006 review months Control: 1.57 Experimental: significant ~ 
Experimental : 1.15 12.6 
Tideiksaar RCT 70 Bed alam1 9 (per person/mo) Not avai lable Not 
1993 system months Control: 0.04 calculated 
Experimental: 0.02 
Table 2 (continued). 
Vassallo CT 825 ID 
2004+ bracelet, year 
Environmental 
rev1ew 
(+)Similar Studies to Oliver's Meta-analysis (2007) 
1..0 
Vo 
(per 1 00 obd) Control: 20.2 Not 
Control: l.l S Experin'lental: 14.2 Significant 
Experimental: 1.23 
Table 3 
Oliver 's Meta-Analysis: Comparison ofl3 Studies hy Design. Interventions. Owcome Variables. and Results 
First Design Intervention Patient Outcome Variables Resul ts 
Author Type Number of Falls Fallers Falls/Rate Ratio Fallers/Rclati ve 
YeaJ (%) (95% CI) Risk (95% Cl) 
Ba11'y Pre and Equipment/ Control: 71; Control: 25 .0; 0.72 0.84 
200 1 post test environmental , Experimental: Ex petimen tal: (0.50 to I .02) (0.56 to 1.25) 
hip protector, 56 20.9 
'-.() 
0\ restraint 
review 
Brandis Retrospective Hip protector, Control: 260; 0.93 N/A* * 
1999 observational resb·aint Experimental: (0. 78 to 1.1 0) 
cohott revtew 258 
Table 3 (continued) . 
Fonda Pre and Equipment/ Control: 352; 0.62 N/A** 
2006 post en vi romnental Experimental: 255 (0.52 to 0.72) 
test restraint review Significant 
Haines RCT Hip protector Control: 149: Control: 22.5; 0.69 0.78 
2004* Experimental: I 05 Experimental: 17.4 (0.54 to 0.88) (0.56 to 
Significant 1.06) 
Healey RCT, Equipment/ Control: 319; 0.59 
\0 2004* Paired environmental Experimental: 180 (0.25,1.37) -....1 
cluster restraint review Signiticant 
Hoffman Pre and Equipment/ 0.93 
2003 post environmental (0.73 to 1.19) 
test restraint review 
Table 3 (continued). 
\0 
00 
Kilpack 
1991 
Mayo 
1994* 
Mitchel l 
1996 
Pre and 
post test 
RCT 
Pre and 
post test 
Equipment/ 
environmental 
Equipment/ 
environmental 
Control: 116; 0.94 N/A** 
Experimen tal: 1 I I (0.72 to 1.21) 
Control: 33: Control: 30.4 1.15 1.36 
Experimental: 38 Experimental: 41.5 (0.72 to 1.84) (0.86 to 2.16) 
ContTol: 42: 0.56 N/A** 
Experimental: 21 (0.33 lO 0.94) 
Tnble 3 (co11tinlled). 
Reuben RCT Equipment/ Control: 10.1; N/A** 1.18 
1995 environmental Experimental : 12 (0.93 to 
1.49) 
Savage Pre clnd Equipment/ Control: It ; Control: 39.1; 0.09 0.11 
2001 post environmental Experimental: 1 Experimental: 43 (0.0 1 to 0.70) (0.02 to 
test 0.81) 
Vassallo RCT, Equipment/ Conrrol: 170: Control: 20.2~ 1.07 0.70 
~ 2004* Open envi ronmental Experimental: 72 Experimental: 14.2 (0.25 to 4.65) (0.15to 
cluster restraint review 3.20) 
* Similar Studies to Coussement's Meta-analysis (2007) 
** = N/A =not avai lable 
0 
0 
Table 4 
Chang's Meta-Analysis: Cornparison of Nine Studies by Sample, DesiKn, interventions. and Results 
First Sample Design with Interventions Results 
Author Allocation 
Year Concealment 
(Yes or No) 
Cumming 530 RCT/Yes Environmental changes Proportion 
1999 (Enrolled= 264: Completed = 198) (Enrolled= 45 %:Completed= 36 %) 
with at least I fall event in 12 months 
Day 1090 RCT/No Environmental changes Proportion w ith at least 1 fall event 
2002 (Enrolled= 136; Completed= 58); in 18 months; Environmental changes 
Exercise and environmental 57% (fall rate ratio); Combined exercise and 
changes (Emolled = 135; environmental changes 53% (fall rate ratio) 
Completed = 61 ) 
Table 4 (continued). 
El-Fruzy 28 RCT/No Environmental changes Number of falls 
1994 (Enro lled= 14; Completed= 13) (Enrolled = 5; Completed= 9) in 9 months 
Hornbrook 3182 RCT/No Environmental changes Number of falls (2084) in 22.8 months 
1994 (Enrolled=l611 : and number of falls (1730) in 22 months 
Completed= 1455) 
Pardessus 60 RCT/No Envi ronmental changes Proport ion 
2002 (Enrolled= 30: Completed= 24) (50%; 43%) with at least I fall event in 
0 12 months 
Salkeld 530 RCT/No Environmental changes Number or fa lls 
2000 (Enrolled = 264~ Completed= 257) (Enrolled= 324: Completed= 226) in 12 months 
Table 4 (continued). 
0 
l-0 
Steinberg 252 RCT/No Fall Pl'otective Bundle [I] : Education/group Incidence rate 3.62/100 person 
2000 advisement). exercise, and environmental months of observation 
changes 
(Emolled = 61; Completed= 60) 
Fall Protective Bundle [2]: Education/group 
and individual advisement). exercise, and Incidence rate 3.88/100 person 
environmenta l changes months of observation 
(Emolled = 59; Completed = 57) 
~rable 4 (contimted). 
Stevens 1879 RCT/No 
0 
l.,;J 
2001 
Van 
Haastregt 
2000 
316 RCT!No 
Environmental changes Number of fa lls 
(Enrolled= 635; Completed= 524) (Enrolled= 437; Completed = 899) 
in 12 months 
Environmental changes and falls Prop01iion 
risk assessment and management (44 %; 50 %) with at least 1 fall 
(Enrolled= 159; Completed = 120) event in 12 months 
APPENDIXC 
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APPENDIX D 
AGENCY APPROVALS 
1. Institutional Review Board Approval Letter: Baylor College of Medicine 
(BCM) 
2. [nsti tutional Review Board Approval Letter: Texas Woman's University 
(TWU) 
3. Human Research & Development Approval Letter: M ichael E. DeBakey 
Veterans Affairs Medical Center (MEDVAMC) 
1. 06 
1. Institutional Review Board Approval Letter: BCM 
April 02, 2008 
PAMElA WLLSON 
BAYLOR COLLEGE OF M EDICINE 
NEUROlOGY 
H.201t7 - EHVIRONMENTAJ.. EFFECTS OH IHCIOENCE OF FAU..S 
APf'ftOVAJ.. VAUD FROM 41212001 TO 3111/2001 
O.W Or. WILLSON 
Page I ofl 
BCM 
o., e.... Coltqc of~icdlonc 
llfroc" (}( R-'> 
fino 8..•'-'t Plaa. 6000 
th-,..·.t~ r~ rnno 
l'!lone: (7131 
r.x: (11.l) 793~9'J\l 
£n~11: irb«i.h:m . .tmc:.«tu 
The lnatilu1lonal Review 8oatd for Hwnan SUbjed Research for Baylor College ol Medicine and Alliliated 
Hoepllals (BCM IRS) IS pleased to Inform yoo that the ,_81Ch proCoool and consent form( a) named above ._-e 
~
The IRUdy may not continue after tile 3jJpfO\Ial period wilhout addrtional IRB reVieW and approval for continuation. 
You will reoeiwt an email r-..1 renW!der OO!ice prior to study explrnbon: ~.It Is your responsibility 10 
-..re 1hat ftl5 s111<1y Is not CIOfldUded beyond the expiratiOn dale 
P1eese be - that oNy IRB-app<OYed lnlarmed consent rorms may be used wt-.en wouen mformed oonsent is 
roquRd. 
/4Df changes In study Of" lniQrrned c:oosent procedunl must receiYe review and 8ppiQ'4l prio<" to mpleme!Uboo 
unless the chiW1g9 is noees.ary fill' tile safely ol $Ubjec:ls In addition. you must inform the IR8 of advenle events 
enc:ounllwed during the study Of" ot any new and slgnilic:anl Information that ""'f llllpact a researdl participants' 
Afety or Wllir1gness 10 continue In your swd'(. 
The BCM IRBis organized and operated oorordlng 10 guidelines of lhe International Council on Harmonization • 
the United States Ol'llce for H uman Research Prolcctions and the United States COde or Federal RegulaOOns and 
opemtes ~ Feder.ill Wide Assurance No. 00000286. Issued April 30. 2001 Aflllaated l!o6pilals Include: tile 
M.c:nael E. Oebakey Vetanlns A1falts Med"u:al Center. Sllul<&'s Epscopal Hosplbll, The Mechodl$t Hospital, 
Toas ChOJdrens Hospital TelC9Sinstitute ibr Rehabilltltion and Researeh. and !he Han1s County Hospital Dlslrl<1 
MARY M MARISCALCO. M.O. 
tnstittJ;~Dnal ~ Board fOf" BaylOr Colege of Medicine and Affiliated Hospitals 
bttps:llbraln.bcm.c:du/<.-sp I / reports/Human/ A pprovru.asp?protocol- I 7 461 o&tille _ code...O 
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2. Lnstirutional Review Board A pproval Letter: TWU 
April S. l008 
Ms. floberta Cozart 
Colloege ofNursing • Rae LaQgford Faculty 1\d\isor 
6700 F.anin Street 
Houston. TX 77030 
Jk •Etmornm~trJal ~ffecu ()II inc~ offo!ls ;n the ltospiwJlud , IJuty• 
1bc above referenc<:d study 1:W been rev~ed by the lWIJ Jn~titutional Review Boe.rd (IRB) and was 
dctcm!ined to be exempt fionlliltther review. 
Arty cblult;eS in lbe study must rc«ive review and appro"'lll prior to ~on unle5s the chan~ 
is necessarY for tho safety of subjecu. In edditioo. you .fllliSI inform the lRB of advcne eventS 
cncaunterod durirlg the study or of any new aDd s.i!!)rificaot informalioll tbat mll}' impaet • rcseatclt 
penicipan(s safety or wiJiingn.'SS 10 continue \n your study. 
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Sincerely, 
Or. Willism P. l-\llnten. Cllair 
tostitulional Revi<:\'" Soard - HoUSton 
3. Human Research & Development Approval Letter: MEDV AMC 
VA FORM 
MAR 1989 2105 
Department of 
Veterans Affairs 
Date: May 18, 2007 
From: Chair, Research & Development ComJn ittee (580/151) 
Subj: Title: Environm ental Effects on Incidence of Falls 
page I 
Memorandum 
VA JD Number: 07D13.H Please th is number to identify the protocol 
when communicating with the VA Research 
Office. 
To: Pamela Willson. PhD, RN 
At the April 26, 2007 Research and Development Committee meeting. the above 
referenced project was approved witb condi tions. Those conditions have since 
been met; the protocol is APPROVED IN FULL and you may begin tbe 
research. 
PLEASE MAKE NOTE OF THE FOLLOWING STIPULATIONS 
1. Documenting patient enrollment 
When enrol ling patients in this proj ect you do NOT need to usc the 
··Research Pro tocol Entry Note'· ti tle in order to flag thi s patient in CPRS 
as being enro lled in an ioterventional research study. However. research 
notes should be entered in CPRS. 
2. Phar macy Ser vice 
l f the resea rch involves an investigational drug, please send a copy of the 
comp lete protocol, prepared for or by the study sponsor, to Nancy Hewitt 
or Tai Dinh Vu i.n Pharmacy Service (mail code 119) . Th ere is a cbar·ge 
for the use of P harmacy Service. See the VA Research Wcbpage fo r 
details. 
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3. Reporting adverse events, deviations and exceptions 
I adverse events, deviations from protocol , and exceptions to the human studies 
r;otocol must be reported to the IRB through BRAfN. Death or substantive events 
should also be reported directly to the VA Research Office. 
4. People working on this project must be trained and credentialed. 
All individuals involved in human research. whatever their role. must have 
annual training in human research (IRB) and Good C linical Practice. The 
PI is responsible for verifying that all members of the research terun are 
able to perform their assigned duties. 
5. National Clinical Trials Registry 
Please ensure that your clinkal trial project is registered with the Nationa l 
Library of M edicine 's Clinical Trials Registry BEFORE the first patient is 
enrolled into the study. Remember, if you do not register your study, you 
risk not having the ability to publish your results in certain journals 
Registry information and guidelines are found at webs ite: 
http://www 1. va.gov/resdev/ resources/ORD _ Admin/clinical_triafs/default. c 
fin. 
6. To keep this p•·o_ject active 
Renew it o n an annual basis by completing the project inf(nmation sbeets 
when these are sent to you. You a re also responsible lor renewing the 
burnao studies and animal protocols through BRAlN on an mmual basis. 
Conducting h t1man research without IRB approval wi ll a tTecl your 
standing in the VA. 
7. To make changes to the protocol 
Changes to this protocol that involve hwnans, animals, b iohazard 
materials. or radioactive materials must be approved be1o re they are 
implemented. Changes in animal or human research should be submitted 
as an amendment to the relevant protocol tlu-ough BRAIN. Changes in 
biohazard ancVor radjation should be noted on the appropriate update 
application fonn and submitted to the Research Oft}ce. B ldg. 110. room 
306. 
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8. Acknowledging VA Research Support and VA employment 
Publi cations, presentations, media interviews. and s imilar activities must 
acknowledge the suppor1 of the Department of Veterans Affairs in this 
research. Acknowledgement is expected not only for direct research 
fund ing from the VA. but also for indirect support s uch as use or VA 
resources (patients, laboratories, and/or clinjcal facilities), and the 
investigator 's full-time, par1-time, or without compensation (WOC) 
appointment. 
9. You are responsible for any ethica l breaches in the conduct of this research 
and these may affect your ability to do research \vith the VA in the futu re. 
ANITA DESW AL, MD 
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Morse Fall Scale (MFS) 
(Adapted with permission, SAGE Publications) 
The Morse Fall Scale (MFS) is a rapid and simp le method of assessing a patient' s 
likelihood offal ling. A large majority of nw-ses (82. 9%) rate the scale as ·'quick and easy 
to use," and 54% estimated tha t it took less tha n 3 minutes to rate a patient. It consists of 
six variables that are quick and easy to score, and it has been shown to have predictive 
vatidity and interr'dter reliability. The MFS is us ed widely in acute care setti ngs, both in 
the hospital and long term care inpatient settings. 
Item Scale Scorin_g_ 
1. History of falling; immediate or NoO 
within 3 months Yes 25 
2. Secondary diagnosis No 0 Yes 15 
3. Ambulatory aid 0 Bed rest/nurse assist 15 Crutches/cane/walker 30 Furniture 
4. IV/Heparin Lock No 0 Yes 20 
5. Gait/Transferring 
Normal/bedrest/immobile 0 10 20 Weak 
Impaired 
6. Mental status 
Oriented to own ability 0 15 
Forgets limitations 
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MEDVAMC Research Consent Form: page 1 
VA RESEARCH CONSENT HIPAA 
Subject Name: 
---------- - -----------Date: ____ _ 
Subject Initials: ----------------------------
Principal Investigator. _PA_M_E_LA __ W_I..:.LL.;;_S;:_O;:_N _ __________ VAMC: ___ _ 
H-20697- ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON INCIDENCE OF FALLS 
Background 
When a patient is admitted to a hospital in the US, accidental falls may happen. Some studies found that 
placing safety devices in the hospital room and bathroom would prevent falls. We want to prevent 
accidental falls by using some additional special equipment like a shower mat In the bathroom or a 
special bed that easily adjusts to different heights. 
This research study is sponsored by Baylor College of Medicine. 
Purpose 
This study will look into h0\'1 falls may be prevented for hospitalized patients by using addibonal safety 
equipment 
Procedures 
You will be one of approximately 64 subjects to be asked to particrpate in this study. 
The research will be conducted at the following location(s): Baylor College of Medicine, Michael E. 
DeBakey Veterans Affairs Medical Center. 
When you were admitted to the unit, the nurse checked to see if you were at risk for falls. Since falling is a 
concern for you, we are invitmg you to take part in this study. If you agree to join, you will have a 50% 
chance of being placed in a room with extra safety equipment. 
If you want to take part in this study, you will be asked to sign a consent form. Then a team member will 
visit you tor seven days We will ask you questions, such as your age, birthday, race, address, and about 
your health. In addition. you will be asked about any slips, trips, or actual falls that might have happened 
while you are in the hospital. The inte;views will be short, about 2-5 minutes each day. You can stop the 
interviews or ask the researcher to come back at another bme. The study viStts Wrll notmterfere wtth your 
care. 
You can see and get a copy of your research related health Information. Your research doctor may be 
able to provide you with part of your information whtle the study Is in progress and the rest of your 
Information al lhe end of the study. 
Potential Risks and Discomforts 
There is small chance that you may feel uncomfortable when asked about personal information or thai you 
may become tired. If this should occur you may stop the interview or stop being in the study at any time. 
There may be a slight risk of loss of confidentiality and privacy. However, we will careful with all 
informatJOn and keep all documents locked In the research office. 
----------------------------------------
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VA RESEARCH CONSENT FORM 
H IPAA Compliant 
--------------------------Date: 
-----
lor: PAMEJ...A WILLSON ~::::::~~---------------------- VAMC: ______ __ 
M NTAL f.FFECTS ON INCIDENCE OF FALLS 
pn:~~ :t~ I, u ho ... r(l(tJrv•td the mformat1on about thrs study and that 
, 'It 11 , , 1 tr.m 1,1kr•l9 p.trl •n thr5 ,tudy a l any t1me. You could be 
roo (I( v hl you (f • .r o~nmp!tJ, tf you move to anotller city, if you do 
f\ous '" lfl.on 10 your :>tudy medication) or because tile 
tully rl ant lome 
~11t;• Sf.tll w II update you rna timely way on any new 
01' <J• :15i0fl lu •,l.lY rn lhrs :study. 
01 :r. ·" ll•HJ e<ll care that you or your insJrance will have to 
J:tl bt> r, 11~£t(l :o ~;n , (proler.ted health Information) This 
m 1 J:lrt• svcrnl ser;urity number or something else 
nts u'\ I(J '1! ,o.lr perrnrssron to use your protected health 
oo I s form m" •n5 lh·ll you (liVe us permission to use your 
rcn sr~y 
MEDVAMC Research Consent Fo1m: page 3 
HIPAA 
Subject Name: Date: 
--------------------------------------- --------
Subject Initials: ----------------------- --- --
Principal Investigator: PAMELA WILLSON VAMC: 
--------------- - ---- --------
H-20697- ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON INCIDENCE OF FALLS 
If you decide to take part in the study, your protected heallh lnfom1aUon will not be given out except as 
allowed by law or as described in this form. Everyone working with your protecled health information will 
work to keep this information private. The results of the dala from the study may be pubftshed. However, 
you wUI not be Identified by name. 
People who give medical care and ensure quality from the institutions where the research is being done, 
the sponsor(s) listed in the sections above. representatives of the sponsor. and regulaiOJY agencies such 
as the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services will be allowed to look at sections of your medical 
and research records related to this study. Because of the need for the investigator and study staff to 
release information to these parties, complete privacy cannot be guaranteed. 
The people listed above will be able to access your information for as long as they need to. even after the 
sludy is completed. 
If you decide to s1op taking part in the study or if you are removed from the study, you may dec1de that you 
no longer allow protected health information that identifies you to be used in this research study. Contact 
the study staff to tell them of this decision. and they Will give you an address so that you can inform the 
Investigator in writing. The invesligator will honor your deCision unless not being able io use your 
identifiable health information would affect the safety or quality of the research study. 
The Investigator, PAMELA WILLSON, and/or someone he/she appoints in his/her place will try to answer 
all of your questions. If you have questions or concerns at any time. or i f you need to report an Injury related 
to the research, you may speak with a member of the study staff: PAMELA WILLSON at 713-794-8538 
and Bette Cozart at (713) 797-7071during the day or (713) 819-3137 (cell phone )after hours. 
Members of the Institutional Review Board for Baylor College of Medicine and Affiliated Hospitals (IRS) 
can also answer your questions and concems about your rights as a research subject The IRB office 
number 1s (713) 798-6970. 
You may withdraw from this study at any time without penalty or loss of VA or other benefits to 
which you are entitled. Your participation will not affect the way you now pay for medical care at 
t heVAMC. 
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Department of VeterJns Affairs VA RESEARCH CONSENT FORM HIPAA~ 
Subject Name: Date: 
---
Subjectln~ials: ----"----------------
Principal Investigator: PAMElA WILLSON VAMC: 
--------------------- -----
H-20697- ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON INCIDENCE OF FALLS 
S~ning this consent form indicates that you have read this consent form (or have had it read to you), that 
your questions have been answered to your satisfaction, and !hat you voluntari~ agree to participate in 
!his research study. You will rece~1e a copy of this signed consent form. 
Subject Date 
Legally Authorized Representative Dale Relationship to Subject 
Investigator or Oes~nee Obtaining Consent Date 
Witness Date 
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I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
1~. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21 
.,., 
--· , .. 
--'· 
14. 
.,. 
_, 
26. 
'27 
::!8 
29. 
30. 
Jl. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
I IS I OF M L: DICJ\1. /\ND StJRGIC/\L DIAGNOSES 
Knee . \rthrop la~Ly 
1 lip Arthroplnsl) 
'pinal Cord IJi s~.:ust.: 
CYJ\ 
·r 1 
losctl I racturc 
CABG 
rcw-osyphi II is 
Lo'-\cr 1: \trcmily Wcaknc'>s 
Sciturc 
Ostcoanhriti:-. 
I O\\ Back PJin 
Rectal Bked 
Su(X'rior Sagi ttal SinLJ!' I hrornbosis 
I h.:cl Arthralgia 
Joint Pain: \nklc & Foot 
Lumlxsr 1>-:cumpr~·ssion 
'\past1c I kmiph.:gia 
CI\D 
;\;1UjOf f)~·prl'S'>iOll 
Y crtchnxtom) 
\kohol \hus~· 
( hl<.:Ull1)l'lills 
I aminccwm: 
II\ 
Dcnndin.rlim! Ncunlp:tth; 
. ~ 
\I u~dc \\ c.lkllt.:\s 
~1) ,tslh~·n•a < •r••' t:-
.\ncmia 
lklrs Pal ') 
'vlultipk '\ckrosis 
CarotiJ \nginpl.t..,t~ 
f)j rtopi<.~ 
~kcp Apnea 
Vcrtign 
~~~ clnpalhy 
·orn 
Bur:-.1l1s 
Dil~mtin I o"lit) 
V l'>ion I u-.~ 
Pcnphcr.1l Ncurop<~th) 
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